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CHAPTER-I 
INTRODOCTION 
Objective of work: 
The M.Phil remote sensing applications course includes 
study of theoretical concepts of remote sensing, and their 
practical applications. Theory examinations/ dissertation and 
viva voce form parts of the academic programme. 
The present work is in partial fulfilment of M. Phil 
degree in remote sensing applications. This dissertation 
present "Remote Sensing Applications, with particular 
reference to band selection for thematic information 
extraction in arid frontier around Jaipur, Rajasthan". 
Area: The area under study constitutes part of Jaipur 
district of Rajasthan, bounded by Sikar, Alwar. Tonk, and 
Sawaimodhapur Districts in north, northeast, south, and 
southeast, respectively. 
The area is located 200 km. southwest Delhi. It lies 
between latitude 26° 30' to 27° north, and longitude 75° 52' 
to 76*^  30' east. It falls in survey of India's topographic 
sheet no.54B, which is covered by LANDSAT-5 TM- scene 147-42. 
Physiography 
Physiographically the area forms part of Aravalli 
mountain range. The NE-SW trending rocks of Delhi supergroup 
determine the major constitutes of Aravalli ranges as 
denudational and structural hills. The landscape has been 
controlled by changes in the base level of erosion. 
The Jaipur area has undergone at least three cycles of 
planation which have given rise to erased orographic axis in 
the arid frontier (Heron, 1938; Ravindra & Bakliwal, 1983). 
Cooununicat ion: 
Jaipur distt. is accessible by road railway and air 
services. The district is linked by NH-11 and meter-gauge 
line of Railways. 
Climate: 
Jaipur district has semi-arid climate, and has been 
receiving a deficient amount of rainfall through successive 
years, which has led to lowering of water-table at an 
alarming rate, and forces the arid condition to arid 
environment. 
From March to June the temperature is high, with 
relatively dry weather. July through September are monsoon 
months, where from October to the middle of March the area 
experiences a dry winter. 
Flora: 
The eastern part of the district is covered by a number 
of reserved forests, supporting good growth of dhok, gular, 
acacia, other dry decidous species, and a variety of bushes, 
plains supports a cultivated green cover for a long part of 
the year. Agricultural crops of the district, among other 
things are wheat, maize, etc. 
Fauna: 
The wild life in the district has practically vanished. 
Hairs, Jackal and fox are seen at places. Peacock is common 
in the area. 
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scope of Work 
The aim of the present work is selection of appropriate 
TM-bands for Geologic studies in the study area. 
Tools and Products Osed: 
Radiometer: HINDIVAC spectro-radiometer 101 was used to 
collect radiometric reflectance data from objects present in 
order to prepare spectral reflectance curves. 
Optical Enlarger: The produce base map from the LANDSAT TM-
tranparencies (bands, 2,5, and 7), of 1:576000 M scale an 
optomac large format optical enlarger was used. 
Dycuiascan: The visual interpretations from LANDSAT TM-
hardprints was made, using Dyanascan with dual enlargement 
and local illumination facility. 
VAX-11/780 : This computer facility has been used, for, the 
radiometric data collected during field work check have been 
analysed and plotted to generate the facts required for band 
selection purpose. 
Isrovision: It is a digital processing system developed by 
Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO). This software and 
the supporting hardware are supported by a Conrac Color 
monitor which is used as an image display unit. The 
supporting computer which host the above said Digital Image 
Processing (DIP) system is an AT-386 HCL. 
Isrovision has been used in image processing part of 
the present work to help carrying out band selection task, 
classification, etc. 
Data Used: 
1. Black and white hardcopies of TM-data (bands 2, 5, and 7) 
on 1:1,000,000 sale. 
2. Negative and positive - transparencies of TM-data (bands 
2, 5, and 7) on 1:1,000,000 scale. 
3. CCTs of TM-data (six bands) of LANDSAT-data frame no.147-
42. 
4. FCCs, ratio-products, filtered products, classification 
products, etc., produced through digital processing work. 
5. Topographic sheet from Survey of India on 1:250,000 
scale. 
6. Geologic map from Geological Survey of India on 
1:250,000 scale. 
7. Base-maps prepared from enlarged TM-FCC at 1:207000 
scale. 
8. Radiometric data collected from the objects in the TM-
scene 147-42. These data and data incorporated from 
Salisbury and Hunt's "Remote Sensing of Rock type", have 
been used for the band selection task, during the study. 
Methodology: 
Different themes, and aspects of the present work have 
been worked out through the following processes. 
I. Principles of remote sensing 
The principles of space-borne remote sensing available 
regions of EMR for remote sensing work, sensors, and 
platforms are introduced, in order to establish a background 
for the forthcoming discussions. 
II. Interpretation techniques 
The interpretation techniques including both visual and 
digital processes are discussed in order to give an idea to 
reader/ about the interpretational keyS/ and digital 
processes followed during completion of the work. 
III. Geo-aspects of the studied area: 
Geologyf geomorphology and landuse landcover of the 
area are studied to provide benchmark information for 
interpretation of digital data into thematic units. 
IV. Band selection analysis: 
With the help of radiometric data/ the spectral 
reflectance curves of various objects are produced and 
analysed in order to find out the suitable TM bands as 
combination thereof for Geo-sciences studies. 
V. Summary: 
The summary of work/ and conclusions made through the 
study of both visual and digital products are presented in 
this chapter. 

CHAPTER-II 
PRINCIPLES OF REMOTE SENSING 
Remote Sensing: 
Remote sensing is collection and interpretation of 
informations about an object without being in physical touch 
with it. Such kinds of data are produced with the help of 
sensors which employ electromagnetic energy for the process 
of data acquisition. 
Sensor: 
It is the device that receives electromagnetic 
radiation (EMR), and converts it into a signal that can be 
recorded and displayed as numerical data or as an image. 
Image: 
The pictorial representation of a scene, recorded by a 
remote sensing system is called an image. The use of image as 
a term is restricted to representations acquired by non-
photographic methods. 
Photograph: Representation of targets or scenes on 
photosensitive film. Due to action of light in silverhalide 
grains present in the film's emulsion photograph is produced. 
Remote Sensing Systems: 
They can be classified on the basis of nature of data 
acquisition process, and on the basis of source of energy 
which illuminates the scene. 
On the basis of the nature of data acquisition process 
remote sensing systems are further divided into framing 
system and scanning system, and on the basis of source of 
energyf they are classified as active and passive systems. 
Framing Systems: 
These systems instantaneously acquire an image of the 
scene, eg. human eye, camera, and vidicon. 
Camera: An image of the scene is formed through a lense at 
its focal length, where lies a photosensitive film. 
Vidicon: It is a kind of television camera that records a 
scene on a photosensitive electronically charged surface. A 
beam of electrons then sweeps the surface to detect the 
pattern of charge differences that constitutes the image. The 
electrical signals are recorded on magnetic tapes. 
Scanning Systems: They employ a single detector with a 
narrow field of view. They sweep the terrain to produce an 
image, when EMR radiated/reflected from the terrain is 
detected by the system's detector, an electrical signal is 
produced that varies in proportion to the number of photons. 
The electrical signal is amplified, and recorded on magnetic 
tape, and played back later to produce an image. All scanning 
systems sweep the detector's field of view across the terrain 
in a series of parallel scan lines. 
Mode of Scanning: 
There are four common scanning modes: 
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Cross-Track Scanning System: 
It employs a faceted mirror that is rotated by an 
electric motor, with a horizontal axis of rotation aligned 
prallel with the flight direction. The mirror sweeps across 
the terrain in a pattern of parallel scan lines oriented 
normal to the flight direction (Fig.II.1). Energy radiated or 
reflected from the ground is focussed on to the detector and 
recorded on magnetic tape to be displayed later. Examples of 
such scanning system are TH, MSS, etc. 
Motor 
RotOIng 
Scan 
Mirror 
CROSS-TRACK SCANNER. 
(Fig.II.1: Source; Sabins, 1987) 
Circular Scanning System 
In such systems the scan motor and mirro are mounted 
with a vertical axis of rotation that sweeps a circular path 
on the terrain. Only the forward portion of the sweep is 
recorded to produce images. 
The major advantage of this system is that the distance 
between the scanner and the terrain is constant as a result 
of which all the ground resolution cells have the same 
dimensions. Where the major disadvantage is that most image 
processing and display systems are designed for linear scan 
data; therefore these data must be extensively reformatted 
prior to processing. 
Circular scanners are used for reconnaissance purposes 
in helicopters and low-flying aircrafts (See Fig.II.2). 
Along-track scanning system: 
For the scanner systems to achieve finer spatial and 
spectral resolution, the dwell time for each ground 
resolution cell must be increased. One method is to eliminate 
the scanning mirror and provide an individual detector for 
each ground resolution cell across the ground swath. The 
detectors are placed in a linear array in the focal plane of 
the image formed by a lense system. 
The long axis of the linear array is oriented normal to 
the flight path, and the detector sweeps the ground along the 
terrain parallel with the flight direction. (See Fig.II.3). 
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CIRCULAR SCANNER. 
(F ig , I I . 2: source : Sab ins , 1907) 
Oeleclor 
Array 
Ground 
Rtiolullon 
Ct l l t 
ALONG-TRACK SCANNER. 
(F ig . I I . 3 : Source : S<xl^inr., 1907) 
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Side Scanning System 
They are basically active system, i.e. they transmit 
pulses of energy to one side of the flight path, and 
""-e energy reflected back from the terrain to the 
xamples are Radar, Lidar, and Sonar. 
Antenna 
Scan 
Olracllon 
SIDE SCANNING SYSTEM. 
Fig.II.4: Source: Sabins, 1987) 
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Classification o£ Remote Sensing Systems: 
On the basis of source of energy R.S. Systems can be 
classified into two active and passive systems. 
Active Systems: 
Those R.S. Systems which provide their own source of 
energy for illumination of the scene are called active 
systems. These systems are usually operating in microwave 
region of EMR spectrum. 
Radar: 
This term is an acronym for Radio Detection and 
Ranging. As an active sensor it operates in microwave region 
of EMR spectrum. Radar Systems may or may not produce images, 
on the basis of their utilization and design. 
SLAR: It is an imaging radar, known as Side Looking Airbone 
Radar. This radar is carried by an aircraft. On the carrying 
aircraft a long rectangular antenna is fixed parallel with 
the longitudinal axis. This antenna emits pulses of energy in 
a direction normal to the longer axis of antenna. The energy 
illuminate the scene and reflects back to the antenna, 
subsequently it is transformed into an electric signal. This 
signal is later processed and converted into an image. 
Table II.1 showes the SLAR frequency ranges, but mostly 
the SLAR images are acquired by Ka-band, X-band, and a few 
images by L-band (See Fig.II.5). 
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<b) Resulting antenna return 
Operattng principle of sice-looking airborne radar (SLAR) 
(F ig . I I 5i Source* LiUesand and Kiefer , 1987) 
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Table II.l: ENR rang of SLAR 
Band 
Designation 
Ka 
K 
Ku 
X 
C 
S 
L 
p 
Wavelength 
in /U m 
0.75 - 1.10 
1.10 - 1.67 
1.67 - 2.40 
2.40 - 3.75 
3.75 - 7.50 
7.50 - 1.50 
15-30 
30-100 
Frequency V = cX-1 
Megahertz (10° cycles sec"-'-) 
40,000 
26,500 
18,000 
12,500 
8,000 
4,000 
2,000 
1,000 
- 26,500 
- 18,000 
- 12,500 
- 8,000 
- 4,000 
- 2,000 
- 1,000 
300 
Source: Curlis, J.D. 
Passive System: 
Such systems do not generate any energy for the porpuse 
of illumination of the scene. Instead, these systems detect, 
and record the electromagnetic energy which is generally 
reflected, or radiated from the terrain. Examples are Camera, 
Vidicon, Thematic Mapper, LIS, VHR, etc. 
Source Of Energy In Remote Sensing: 
Solar energy or artificially produced EMR are the main 
sources of energy in remote sensing. 
Properties Of ENR: 
EMR propogates in the form of an advancing interaction 
between magnetic, and electric field. All EMR travel at the 
speed of light (c), through all mediums. EMR can be described 
in terms of wavelength (A)» velocity (C), and frequency (V). 
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This approach to EMR is called wave theory,on the basis of 
which EMR can be formulated as C = V X. 
Particle/quantum theory on the other hand offers a 
useful insight into the process of interaction of EMR with 
matter. It states that every photon/quanta (Q), the discrete 
units of EMR have an energy proportional to their 
frequencies, i.e., Q = hV. 
Where : Q is the enrgy of a qunta, joules (J), h is 
Plank's Constant, 6.626 * 10"34 j.Sec, and V is the 
frequency. 
The above said theories can be related as follows : 
V = C/X 
V = Q/h 
C/X= Q/h 
OR Q = Ch/X 
Thus Qo<l/A 
This relation suggests that longer wavelengths of EMR 
have less energy in comparison with shorter wavelengths. It 
can also be deduced that the longer wavelengths of EMR are of 
less use in passive remote sensing systems, and vice-versa. 
Interaction of EMR with matter : 
EMR through its interaction with matter can result in 
change of intensity, direction, polarization and phase of 
EMR. Remote Sensing detects and records these changes for 
further studies. 
According to the law of conservaton of energy during 
interaction between EMR and matter the mass, and energy are 
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conserved, but the incident energy as an effect of the 
interaction process may be transmitted, absorbed, emitted, 
reflected, or refracted. 
INCIDENT 
CNEHGY 
/ \ ^ ABSOrtBED 
TFlANSMmLO 
(AND f i t ( MAC TI O) 
Inloraction mechanisms bclwoon eleclfomagnotic 
onorgy and mailer. 
(Fig. II.6: Source: Sabins, 1987). 
Atmospheric effects on EMR: 
The atmosphere of earth is not transparent to the whole 
range of EMR. The incident energy may interact in the form of 
absorption, reflection, and scattering with atmosphere, all 
of which have a great impact on remote sensing systems and 
their performance. These factors as it is shown in Fig.II.7 
decide where to be looked through atmosphere, in other word 
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the remote sensing systems can look through atmosphere only 
where atmospheric windows are available. 
! ! ' i 
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Spectral characteristics of (3) energy sources, (b) atmospheric effects, 
and {c) sensing systems. (Note that wavelength scale is logarithmic.) 
(Fig.II.7; Source Lillesand and Keifer, 1987). 
Electromagnetic Spectrum: 
EMR Spectrum ranges from wavelengths of fractions of 
nonometer (cosmic rays), to the wavelengths of a few meter 
and more (radio and TV waves). This continoum range of energy 
may be reflected, radiated, etc. by, from all matters, in 
which case they carry some information about the object, they 
are coming from. These informations are what one is 
interested in, as far as remote sensing is concerned. 
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The electromagnetic spectrum 
(Fig.II.8: Source: Lillesand and Keifer, 1987). 
Table 11,2: EMR regions and their utilities: 
Region Wavelength REMARKS 
Cosmic & 
Gamma rays 
< 0.03 nm Becoming energy is 
completely absorbed by the 
atmosphere and is not availa-
ble for remote sensing. 
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X-ray 0.03 to S.Onm Completely absorbed by atmos-
phere. Not employed in remote 
sensing. 
Ultra-
violet 
0.3 to 0.4/<m Transmitted through atmosphere 
Detectable with film and photo 
detectors, but atmospheric, 
scattering is severe. 
Visible 0.4 to 0.7/<m Imaged with film and photo 
detectors. It includes 
reflected energy peak of earth 
at 0.5/Hm. 
Photographic 
Inferared 
0.7 to 0.9/Um Detectable with film & Photo 
detectors. The atmospheric 
scattering is little. 
Reflected 
Inferared 
0.7 to 3.0/<m It contains no information 
about thermal properties of 
materials. The wavelengths more 
than 0.9^m are not detectable 
with film. 
Thermal IR 3-14/4m Wavelength 3-5 and 8-14/4m of 
thermal IR are largely trans-
mitted by atmosphere. Images at 
those wavelengths are acquired 
by optical mechanical scanners 
and special vidicon systems but 
not by film. 
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Far 
Inferared 
14~100/Um Partially transmitted by atmos-
phere, but it is not of 
extensive use in remote sensing. 
Microwave 0.1 to3acm Almost all of this range is 
transmitted by atmosphere. 
Longer wavelengths can penetrate 
clouds, fog, and rain. Images 
may be aquired by active or 
passive sensors. 
Radar 0.1 to 30 cm Active form of microwave remote 
sensing. Radar images are in 
usual acquired in the 0.1 to 30 
cm range of of microwave at 
various wavelengths bands. 
Radio & T.V. >.30 cm Longest wavelength portion of 
EMR spectrum. Some classified 
radars with very long wave-
length operate in this region, 
(Modified after Sabins, 1987) 
Platform: The word platform referes to the vehicle from 
which a sensor can be operated. Platforms may vary from 
stepladders to space stations. Platforms in remote sensing 
may be classified into airborne, and space borne, platforms. 
Airborn platforms can be further classified into baloon 
and aircraft platforms. 
Baloon platforms: They have very restricted use in earth's 
surface, atmosphere, and celestial bodies studies. Such 
studies are carried out by baloons which can fly upto 49kin 
above M.S.L. 
Aircraft Platforms: Aircrafts as platforms can carry both 
scanning and framing systems. Examples are CANBERRA : having 
45,000 ft. flying height and 1360 Km/hr minimum speed; 
CESSNA: having 29,000 ft. ceiling height, and 350 km/hr 
minimum speed. Both of these aircrafts are used in India. 
Other example is U-2: having 21,300 meters maximum flying 
height, and 798 Km/hr minimum speed. This aircraft is used 
for strategic photography porposes. Rockwell X-15 is another 
aircarft, with 108,000 meter ceiling height, and minimum 
speed of 620 Km/hr. This platform is used for research works. 
Spaceborne platforms: Sattelites are the most used kind of 
spaceborne platforms in remote sensing. These platforms are 
least affected by the terrain, and object and continous 
movement of the earth. Sattelites can function either as 
geostationary / sunsyncronous platforms. 
Sunsyncronuous sattelites: 
Most of these sattelites fly in a lower altitude. 
Examples are; 
Landsat series; from 1,2,3,4, and 5 
SPOT series; from 1 through 4 
NOAA Sattelite 
TIROS-N series 
SEASAT sattelite 
IRS Sattelite 
Bhaskra series 1 and 2 
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Geostationary sattelites: 
They function at a comparatively heigher altitude. 
Examples are 
GEOS sattelite 
INSAT series 
Sensors: To make a better utilization of atmospheric windows 
and EMR, it is essential to record simultaneously Multiple 
images acquired at different spectral bands. Such 
multispectral images got to be acquired by multispectral 
framing/ scanning systems. 
Multispectral sensors may acquire informations in any 
of the broadly divided range of EMR. In case of framing 
systems these divisions are referred to as visible, and 
photographic inferared i.e. 0.7-0.9/Jim. Where in case of 
scanning systems which have the capability of utilizing a 
wider range of EMR spectrum, these divisions are reffered to 
as visible, reflected inferared, and thermal inferared. 
Examples of multispectral systems are 
S-190: a multispectral camera mounted an skylab. 
Return Beam Vidicon: on board by landsat series 1,2, 
and 3. 
MSS: on board by landsat series 1,2,3,4, and 5. 
TM: on band by landsat series-4, and 5. 
HRV: on board by SPOT series 1 and 2. 
LIS-1, LIS-2, LIS-3 on board by IRS-I. 
Daedalus aircraft multispectral scanner. 
Airborn imaging spectrometer. 
SIR-A & SIR-B on board by space shuttle. 
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Seasat and board by NOAA. 
SAR on board by space shuttle. 
The information collected by scanners are basically 
acquired from any or all the visible, reflected infrared and 
thermal infrared regions of EMR. To have a better 
understanding about such data. Thematic mapper is taken into 
consideration. 
Tbeaatic Mapper: TM is a cross track scanner with 30 x 30 
meter spatial resolution, recording data on both east and 
west-bond sweeps in order to provide a longer dwell time. 
This in turn improves radiometric accuracy of the collected 
data. The scanning mirror sweeps east and west seven times 
per second. Each TM - band employes an array of 16 dectors, 
except TM-band 6 (Thermal band), which uses only 4 detectors. 
TM records data in seven spectral bands covering visible, 
part of thermal inferared, and part of reflected inferared 
region of EMR spectrum. 
Specific applications of TM-data: Table II.3 helps 
understanding the characteristics of each individual TM-band. 
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CHAPTER-III 
TECHNIQUES OF IMAGE INTERPRETATION 
General Statement: 
Image interpretation is an art, where experience, 
terrain acquaintance and image quality play a major role in 
determining the degree of reliability of the thematic 
outputs. 
The image interpretation is a key to remote sensing 
applications. It is carried out in visual and digital mode. 
The visual interpretation involves generation of 
interpretational keys which help in logical deductions of 
thematic informations from image data. The machine processing 
involves preparation of training sets, and training sites for 
image data and their application for extraction of thematic 
information. The conversion of the remotely sensed digital 
data into information involves filtering of signals from 
noise which is achieved through various numerical and 
statistical algorithms. 
As a general introduction to the subject the visual and 
digital techniques of image interpretation have been 
discussed in brief. 
Visual Interpretation: 
The remotely sensed data produced as photographs or 
images are converted into informations through study of 
recognition elements. The photographic and geotechnical 
elements of an image are related with the ground informations 
collected from selective field checks and from external 
sources such as published literature, maps, reports, etc. The 
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concurrence and synthesis of photographic elements, 
geotechnical elements, and ground truth helps in the 
development of interpretational keys, through which the image 
interpreter makes logical deductions to generate thematic 
informations from remotely sensed image data. The photo-
recognition elements can be discussed as tone, texture, 
pattern, shape, size. 
Tone; 
The amount of EMR detected and recorded on black and 
white images, and as color shades on FCCS. In visual 
interpretation of remotely sensed data, tone can be related 
with thematic informations e.g. Motteld tone represents 
porosity and permeability of the rocks; Banded tone 
represents sedimentary layers; and lava flows in cases of 
volcanic rocks; Homogenous tone, represent uniform 
composition of rocks and linear tone represents obscure 
lineaments, and linear features such as joints, faults and 
other lineaments. 
Texture: 
It is defined as the frequency of change and 
arrangement of tones in an image. It can be classified into 
fine, medium and coarse when referring to natural surfaces; 
rough and smooth when referring to man-made objects; even, 
and uneven are textural terms referring to slopes, and 
landforms. Few other types of textures are granular, when 
intensity of variation in the scene is high; matted, 
referring to chequered arrangement of objects. It may 
indicate agricultural fields. 
Pattern: It is the orderly arrangement of the ground elements 
recorded on an image. It may be arial/two dimensional, such 
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as blocks, etc.; alignment/one dimensional, such as linear, 
curved and parallel pattern. Pattern can also be 
classified on the basis of morphology and geometry of objects 
such as drainage pattern, vegetation pattern, and landuse 
pattern. 
Shape: Some Geologic features exhibit characteristic shape, 
on the basis of which they can be recognised. Examples are 
alluvial fans, moraines, rivers, volcanic flows, etc. These 
features are spontaneously recognised by their characteristic 
shape. 
Size: 
The size of objects may also be helpful in recognition 
of objects e.g. a linear feature of small size will represent 
a joint whereas a large dimension linear feature may 
represent a fault. 
Shadow: 
Sometimes shadows enhance the suppressed features. It 
is also used in recognition of plant species e.g. conifers 
are recognised easily by their shadows. 
Associations: 
Many objects are often recognised on the basis of 
association e.g. a lithounit with sinkholes will indicate 
linestone. The association of a building with a linear 
feature will mean a railway station. The building at the end 
of a run way will indicate an airport. Association serves as 
an indirect tool for logical deduction of information from an 
image. 
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Geotechnical Eleaents: 
Geologic and geomorphic features developed under 
different climatic conditions can be related with different 
lithologies, Landofmrs, landuse, erosion, drainage, 
vegetation, etc, constitute the elements of the 
interpretational keys for Geology. 
Lcuidf orms: 
Various types of landforms developed on different types 
of rocks, help in interpretation of various lithologies, e.g. 
sinkholes and karst topography indicating limestone, and 
otehr carbonaceous rocks. 
Vegetation: 
The bed rocks, and their mineralogical compositions 
control the vegetation cover upto some extent e.g. 
pteridophyta grows in areas having high moisture in the 
soil/sub-soil, these can serve as indicators of ground water 
in the area. Mosquite and sage on the other hand indicate 
low moisture content in the soil. Mixed forests point to 
sandy and granular soil of the area. Single species forests 
suggest soils derived from slates & phyllites. 
Drainage: 
Drainage patterns and anomolies are indicative of 
specific features in the sub-surface e.g. rectilinear 
drainage indicates presence of dykes, faults, or sudden 
increase in the gradient, where the abrupt and localized 
appearance of meanders across river channel indicate an 
active zone of uplift due to faulting, folding, dome, igneous 
intrusion or other kind of activities related to neo-
tectonics. (See Fig.III.1). 
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Deranged 
SIX basic drainage pattfems 
( Fig I I I . U Soxorce t L i l l i s««d & Kiefer, 1987 ) 
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Erosion Pattern: 
Erosion leads to development of gullies. The shape of 
gully is dependent on the bed rocks, over which the gully is 
developed. The gully profile is used as a key to lithological 
interpretation, e.g., short, steep and triangular "V" shape 
gullies develop over granular and sandy soils. Where, gullies 
having compound gradient, with a rectangular cross section 
develop on silt and loess. 
Long and flat gullies with curve cross section may 
develop on clays. In general gully profile in hard rock areas 
is wide and shallow, where in case of soft lithologies the 
valley is narrow and deep. Valley is wide and flat, if it is 
developed over crystalline rocks. 
Landuse/Land cover: 
The usage of land may reveal some information about the 
soil condition, and there by about the sub-surface rocks 
e.g., freest indicates rugged topography, sandy soils derived 
from granite/sandstone. Where cultivation in general 
indicates level topography, and bedrocks may be clay, loamy 
soil, silt and shale. 
- Selective cultivation in small areas indicates schist, 
linestome, phyllite, and slate which are covered by soil in 
some small areas. Where selective cultivation in arid zone 
indicates high moisture content in the soil and thereby it 
serves as an indicator of presence of ground water in the 
area. 
In flood-zone agricultural activities are restricted to 
low laying areas such as back swamps, where as cultural 
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features and village habitations are located in areas with 
high relief such as natural levees. 
Digital Image Processing: 
The EMR signatures of the ground objects are recorded 
on the CCTs as gray levels varying from 0-256. The zero value 
reflect the black body, which is not seen in natural scene. 
The EMR signatures of the ground scene are generally 
clustered in a narrow range. The objective of digital image 
processing is to spread these values over a longer range, 
thereby enhancing the contrast between the objects and 
picking up the information, which otherwise may be due to 
near identical reflectance of the image elements within a 
scene. As it has been already discussed, many types of remote 
sensing data are recorded in digital form, therefore they 
must be processed digitally, to extract the best of 
informations they carry. 
The most simple form of digital image processing (DIP) 
system is a micro processor based, that converts the digital 
data into an image with minimal corrections and calibrations 
(e.g. ISROVISION). At the other extreme, large main frame 
computers are employed for sophisticated interactive 
manipulation of the data to produce images in which specific 
informations have been extracted and highlighted (e.g. VAX-
11/780 based image processing station). 
Objectives of DIP: 
1. To remove the probable distortions in an image. 
2. To measure and define the degree of statistical 
similarities in a scene. 
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3. To enhance the interpretability of an image. 
4. To extract undisplayable informations from on image. 
Advcuitages of DIP: 
1. Volume of remote sensing data is too large to be handled 
manually. 
2. The CCT format of data provides most faithful rendering 
of each scene. 
3. Remote sensing data is inherently in digital form. 
4. DIP generates enhanced images through various techniques. 
5. Geometric and radiometric corrections can be best carried 
out by DIP. 
6. Statistical analysis of remote sensing data is carried 
out by DIP. 
7. Human eye can detect maximum upto 16 shades of gray, 
where DIP can discriminate upto 256 shades of gray. 
8. Data integration is best possible in DIP. 
9. DIP is repeatable, where in human interpretations 
repetition is not easily possible. 
10. There is no loss of radiometric details in DIP. 
Image Structure: 
An image consists of pixels, arranged in regular rows 
and columns. The position of each pixel is determined on x 
and y coordinate system. Each pixel has numerical value 
called digital number (DN), which represents the intensity of 
EMR measured for each ground resolution cell represented by 
that pixel. 
DNS range from zero to 255 on gray scale. The recorded 
DNs can be subsequently processed by Computer through digital 
image processing for thematic interpretation tasks. 
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5667 scan lines x 6167 pixels = 34.9 x 106 pixels per band 
34.9 X 106 pixels X 7 bands = 244 3 x 106 pixels per scene 
THEMATIC MAPPER. 
Arrangement of scan fines and pixels in Landsat TM images. 
(Fig.III.2: Source: Sabins, 1987). 
Techniques o£ Digital Image Processing: 
DIP techniques can be grouped into four functional 
categories named image restoration, statistical analysis, 
enhancement process, and information extraction. 
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Image restoration: 
All the operations employed to compensate for errors, 
noise and geometric distortions introduced into an image, 
during the process of detection and recording, are called 
image restoration techniques. 
Image restoration techniques are also called pre-
processing techniques, few of which are introduced below. 
Restoring Periodic line dropouts: 
Landsat MSS system employs six detectors to detect the 
EMR reflected from the scene. But due to a few recording 
problem the data of one of these detectors are missed, due to 
which on MSS images every sixth scan line is an string of 
zeros, being plotted as a black line on the hard copy image. 
The process of elimination of this black line, out of 
iamge is named restoring periodic line dropouts. The 
algorithm used to tackle this problem for each pixel in the 
defective line substitutes an average DN. The average DN is 
calculated by using DNs for the corresponding pixel on the 
preceding and succeeding scan line. 
This restoration technique is equally effective for 
elimination of "Random Line Doupouts, which do not follow any 
systematic pattern. 
Restoring Periodic line stripping: 
In course of time, the response of some detectors 
changes as a result of which every scan line detected by the 
defective detectors may be brighter or darker than the other 
lines. 
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To restore this problem a histograms for the DNs 
recorded by each detector, and a histogram for DNs of the 
entire scene is calculated and plotted. By comparing the two 
histograms. Mean and a Standard deviation are calculated for 
the whole scene. Subsequently all DNs in the defective scan 
line are corrected with the help of statistical measures. 
Filtering of random noise: 
Random noise is a problem from which individual pixels 
suffer. Due to which a pixel records DN values much higher or 
lower than that of the surrounding pixels, which leads to 
production of bright/dark spots on the image. 
To tackle this problem which may interfere with 
information extraction procedure a filter Kernel is designed. 
It is a two dimensional array of odd number of pixels in both 
X and y direction. When this Kernel is applied, the average 
of all the pixels under the Kernal is calculated, if the DN 
of the central pixel under the Kernal deviates from the 
average DN of the Kernel by more than a threshold value, the 
DN of the central pixel is replaced by the average DN value 
of the Kernel. 
This process is applied to all the pixels constituting 
an image: 
+ + + + 
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Correcting for atmospheric scattering: 
The selective scattering of the shorter wavelengths of 
EMR by atmosphere produces haze, which in turn reduces the 
contrast in the image. 
To restore this problem, as an established fact, one 
knows that Band-1 of TM-data has the highest haze component 
where band-4 is supposed to be free of haze. The histograms 
of the bands are plotted and compared, for water bodies, and 
shadow in band-4 the DNs are zero or 1, the DN of the 
corresponding pixel on other bands are also noticed, the 
difference between the two is subsequently substracted from 
all pixels of the respective band. 
The main draw back with this correction technique is 
that in case of absence of dense shadow/water body or if 
there is no band-4 pixels with DNs of zero, this technique 
can not be employed (See Fig.III.3). 
In the second approach too, TM band-4 is assumed to be 
free of haze. An area of dense shadow or water body is 
considered on band-4 and another band, (e.g. band-1). For 
each pixel the DN in band-4 is plotted against the DN in 
band-1, then, a straight line is fitted through the plot, if 
the line passes through the origin, it is assumed the band 
under consideration is free of haze. But in case the 
intercept will be offset along the axis corresponding to the 
band under examination, the amount of offset is taken to 
represent the amount of haze present in the image. This 
amount is subsequently substracted from all pixel values of 
the band examined. (See Fig.III.4). 
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A few other restoration processes which help in 
correcting data errors produced by geometric distortion, 
systematic spatial distortion, and non-systematic 
distortions, (i.e., distortions resulted from variations in 
the velocity, attitude, and altitude of the platform), are 
also used. But since they are not very much relevant to the 
present study they are not discussed here. 
Statistical Analysis: 
Statistical analysis are utilized to produce band-to-
band correlation, to reveal first-hand informations about the 
nature of the data, to help selecting enhancement and 
classification techniques, to facilitate the comparison of 
data in various bands, and finally to present facts extracted 
from the image in definite form. To carry out the above said 
tasks a few statistical parameters are to be used. 
Statistical Parameters: 
The statistical parameters most used in remote sensing 
analysis are maximum, minimum, range, mean, median, mode as 
one group of parameters; standard deviation, frequency 
curves, correlation matrix, variance and variance co-variance 
matrix as another group of parameters. At the same time two-
dimensional histograms, used to obtain correlation plots, and 
three-dimensional histograms, being used to produce scatter 
diagrams are used as the third group of statistical 
parameters in digital image processing related tasks. 
Image Enhancement: 
It is the process by means of which the visual impact 
of an image on an interpreter is altered in a fashion that 
improves the information content and quality of the image. 
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Enhcuncement techniques: 
Enhancement techniques in general distort the original 
gray values of an image. Therefore, they must be employed 
after the completion of restoration processes. They can be 
classified as contrast enhancement techniques, filtering 
techniques, and density slicing techniques. 
Contrast enhancement: 
The sensitivity range of TM, MSS and some other 
detectors have been designed in such a way so as to record a 
wide range of terrain brightness, from white sea ice to 
black basalt plateaus. But there are only a few individual 
scenes that utilize the whole TM, etc. detector's range of 
sensitivity. To produce an image with optimum contrast, i.e., 
to utilize the entire brightness range of the display medium, 
the contrast enhancement techniques are employed. These 
techniques may be broadly classified into linear, and non-
linear techniques. 
Linear enhancement techniques: 
There are mainly two methods i.e. linear contrast 
stretch, and piece wise stretch, the principle of work in 
both of the techniques remain the same. 
In this process the lower end of original DNs is 
assigned to extreme black, and the higher end of DNs to 
extreme white. The rest of the original DNs are also stretch 
in the same way. In piece wise stretching the same principle 
is applied to a portion of DNs of a given scene. 
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Linear stretching techniques greatly improve the 
contrast between most of the original DNs. But there is a 
loss of contrast at the extreme high and low end of DNs. 
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(Fig.III.5: Source: Lillesand and Keifer, 1987). 
Non-lineai: stretch techniques: 
These techniques are each based on a certain criteria, 
such as population of DNs, logarithmic treatment, exponential 
treatment of DNs, etc. They are named as histogram 
equalization stretch, guassian stretch, logarithmic stretch. 
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exponential stretch, cyclic stretch, stretching for binary 
images, and step-wise stretch. 
Histogram equalization/uniform stretch: 
This technique applies greatest contrast enhancement to 
the most populated DNs in the original image. Uniform 
stretching strongly saturates the brightness values at the 
sparsely populated light and dark tails of the brightness 
range. 
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(Fig.III.6: Source: Lillesand and Keifer, 1987). 
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Gaussian enhancement: 
This technique enhances the contrast within the very 
dark and very light portions of image. This helps to study 
specific features in greater radiometric detail, by means of 
assigning the greater portion of the display range to a 
particular range of DNs. As a result of this speciic 
enhancement the rest of the features present in the scene 
would be washed out, by being displayed at the narrow bright 
and dark tails of the display range. 
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Filtering techniques: 
A digital filter is a numerical Kernel which is used to 
modify the original DNs in a desired form. Various filters 
are designed to carry out different tasks such as; removal of 
periodic, random, and isolated noise, for the image 
restoration purposes, where for the purpose of image 
enhancement tasks such as; smoothing, edge enhancement, edge 
extraction, etc. various other filters are designed. These 
filters are broadly classified its directional, and non-
directional filters. 
Non-directional filters: 
These filters are designed for smoothing, edge 
extraction, edge enhancement, and linear feature enhancement 
purposes. Depending on the central value of the kernel which 
may be relatively a high or low value, these filters are 
respectively named in general as high pass or low pass 
filters. These filters enhance all linear features in the 
scene, excluding those running parallel to the dir. of filter 
movement. 
Smoothing; 
During the classification process of images a salt and 
pepper-like noise is introduced into the image. The process 
of removal of such a noise is called smoothing. To carry out 
smoothing a low pass filter is used which emphasises large 
area changes in brightness and deemphasises local details. 
+ + + + 
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Low pass filter 
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Edge enhanceaent filters: 
Edge enhancement attempts to preserve both local 
brightness contrast and large area brightness contrast. For 
this purpose basically high-pass, filters, which are designed 
to emphasise the local details in brightness changes, and de-
emphasise large area brightness changes, are employed. 
Examples of such filters are laplacian and Roberts filters, 
both of which have a relatively high central value kernel. 
+ + + + 
0 1 - 1 1 0 I I 
-1 14 1-1 I I 
0 1-1 I 0 
Loplacian filter 
Edge extraction filters: 
Edge extraction attempts to enhance the local 
brightness contrast only. This may happen at expense of low 
frequency brightness information. To carry out this task non-
directional filters such as Sobel & Kirsch are used which are 
high pass filters, having kernel with relatively very high 
central value. 
+ + + + + + + + 
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Directional £ilter: 
These are filters designed to enhance specific linear 
features in a given image. 
A typical filter may consists of two kernels. Firstly 
the right kernel is placed over the original pixels, and 
multiply each pixel by the corresponding filter value.Then 
the resulting values are summed up, subsequently "Sin A" is 
to be determined. Where "A" is the angle relative to north of 
the linear feature which is to be enhanced, and multiply it 
with the resulting filter values in order to obtain new 
filter values. The same process is done with the left kernel 
with the difference that in case of left kernel "Cos A" is to 
be calculated. In the final step the two filters values are 
summed up and the result will be assigned to the central 
pixel under the Kernel. 
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Local Optinization Filter: 
It is a special type of filter which is designed to 
optimise the local details. LOCOPT is the name of this 
spatial filter. 
All, noise removal, directional, non-directional, and 
local optimisation filters are designed to operate in spatial 
domain of the images. Where there are also filters serving 
more or less the same purpose, but operating in frequency 
domain. This approach is called fourier analysis. 
Fouriour transform filters: 
These filters are designed to fit a continuous function 
through the discrete DN values if they were plotted along 
each row and column in an image. The "peaks and valleys" 
along any given row or column can be described mathematically 
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by a combination of sine and cosine waves with various 
amplitude, frequencies, and phase. A Fourier transform 
results from the calculation of the amplitude and phase for 
each possible spatial frequency in an image. After an image 
is separated into its component spatial frequencies, it is 
possible to display these values in two dimensional scatter 
plotter known as Fourier spectrum. Few of algorithms designed 
for this purpose are named as: 
Fourier: A filter used to carry out Fourier transform on an 
image. 
HADAN: 
It is a filter used to employ Hadmard transformation on 
an image. 
TFFT : A special filter in Fourier domain. 
TFMT : It is a special filter in Hadmard domain. 
Convolution: 
It is another technique of spatial filtering. It is 
done with the help of an odd number kernel, which is moved 
over the original image. Each coefficient in the kernel is 
multiplied by corresponding DN in the original image, then 
the resulting products are summed up and divided by the 
number of coefficients. Finally this value is replaced by the 
DN of the central pixel. This process is carried out for the 
entire image. Few filters designed to carry out convolution 
process are as follow: 
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Convol: 
It is a user defined (3x3, 5x5, or 7x7), filter which 
performs convolution. 
Deconvol: 
This filter is designed for deconvolution of a given 
image. 
+ + + + 
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Convolution: 1/9(67) + 1/9(67) + 1/9(72) + 1/9(70) + 1/9(68) + 
1/9(71) + 1/9(72) + 1/9(71) + 1/9(72) = 630/9 = 70 
(Fig.III.8: Source: Lillesand and Kaifer, 1987). 
IV - Information Extraction: 
Processes defined under image restoration and image 
enhancement utilize computers to provide corrected and 
improved images for interpretation tasks. Thus, they can be 
named pre-interpretation techniques, when pre-interpretation 
processes are over an image which has undergone such 
processes is said to be ready to deliver its information 
content through implementation of decision making computer 
processes. Some of the common decision support techniques 
used in conversion of DN values of data into information one 
described in brief. 
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Brightness Index Images: 
Brightness as a magnitude of response produced in 
human's eye by effect of light is approximately measured as 
B.I. = / A^ + B^ and subsequently a fresh image is produced 
from the resulting values. This image is called brightness 
index image. 
Density Slicing: 
It is a technique with the help of which the continuous 
gray tone of an image is converted into a series of density 
intervals, each corresponding to a specific digital range. 
Bcuid combination: 
There is a set of operations performed on an original 
image data to produce an output serving some special 
interest. The operations involved are addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, division, or combination of any of these 
functions. 
Types of band combinations: 
The DNs of two or more bands can be simply added to 
produce specific information, subtracted to eliminate common 
features; or even multiplied to obtain new informations. 
Color Compositions: These are color images produced by 
projection of individual black & white multispectral images, 
each through, a different color filter. The color composite 
images can be of the following types. 
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Normal color comqposites: 
These are color composite images produced by 
superposition of blue, green, and red bands data. 
False color composites: 
At least one out of all three bands must be of the non-
visible bands data. FCCs are of many different types as: 
Stamdard FCC; those pftoduced by superposition of green data 
(through blue filter), red data (green filter), and infra-red 
data (red filter). 
Exotic FCCs: 
These FCCs are produced by superposition of any three 
bands of data. They are to serve some specific interests of 
interpreter. 
Ratio Color Composite images: 
They are images produced by combining individual ratio 
images of a scene, using various color filter for each ratio 
image. 
Principal-component images: 
These are images produced by employment of principal 
component transformation. This transformation compress most 
of the variance in a multispectral data into one or two PC-
images, enhances the spectral differences between materials 
in any individual band, relegates the noise in the image to 
less-correlated PC-images. On the other hand by combining any 
three PC image, a color PC image can be produced. 
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Ratio iaages: 
Ratio images are produced by dividing every individual 
DN of each pixel in one band by corresponding pixel of 
another band. The resulting digital values constitute a ratio 
image. In a ratio image darker areas represents greater 
denominators, where the brighter areas represent smaller 
denominators. 
Ratio images can be superimposed through color filters 
to produce color-ratio-images. There are several types of 
ratio images as: 
Normalized ratio images: 
When an individual band's data are divided by the 
average DN of the same band. 
Environmental ratio images: 
The difference between pixel values of two bands are 
divided by their sum, to produce a ratio image. This 
technique is usually employed in processing of data from 
environmental satellites. 
Arctangant ratio image: 
When the denominator is zero, while producing ratio 
images, the ratio is unbounded. In such cases Tan~l of the 
image data is calculated, and subsequently normalized to fit 
within the range of zero to 255 display levels. 
Nultispectral classification: 
Classification of multispectral data is the process of 
identification of terrain categories. This information 
extraction process analyses the spectral signatures of pixels 
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in a given band, and subsequently, on the basis of similarity 
of signatures, it assigns each pixel to a specific category. 
Classification may be unsupervised or supervised. 
Unsupervised Classification: 
In this process Computer assigns pixels of a given band 
to various categories, on the basis of natural groupings 
present in the image values. 
The categories/classes resulted from this process are 
spectral classes, which must be compared with some reference 
data such as large scale images or maps, to determine the 
identity and informational value of the spectral classes. A 
few algorithms named maxmin classifier, and multi-dimensional 
histogram are designed to serve the purpose. 
Supervised classification: 
Computers carry out the supervised classification task 
with the help of training-site informations which are made 
available to them, by analysers. Training sites are small 
areas on the image, which represents the classes under which 
all pixels having similar DN values to that of pixels in the 
training-site area, are to be classified. 
There are many different mathematical approaches to 
supervised classification, a few of which are named minimum 
distance classifier, parallelpiped classifier, and Gaussian 
maximum likelihood classifier. 
Change-detection Images: 
These images are to provide information about seasonal 
or other kind of changes in an area. They are also very much 
used for detection of temperature changes between night time 
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and day time thermal inferared images. 
Production of a change detection image requires at 
least two images of the same area acquired at differnt times. 
These images are registered by using corresponding GCPs. Then 
the DN values of each pixel is subtracted from the 
corresponding value in the other image. The resulting zeros 
represent areas of no change, positive values represent areas 
of positive change, and vise-versa. These values can also be 
displayed as a change detection image. 

CHAPTER-IV 
LANDOSE/LAND COVER, GEOMORPHOLOGY AND GEOLOGY 
General statement: 
As part of the band selection exercise for various 
landuse/land cover units in the Jaipur distt. radiometric 
data were collected. These data were used for selection of 
outputs for landuse/land cover studies. In the present 
chapter the data products used for thematic mapping of 
landuse/ landcover elements and their photo recognition 
characters have been described. The TM-digital data have been 
used to obtain landuse / landcover classification upto level-
II (Anon, 1976). 
The terrain and object conditions have greatly 
influenced the identification of the landuse/land cover 
units. Geomorphologically Jaipur represents a peneplained 
tract whose monothony has been punctuated by erosional and 
structural hills of the Delhi tectonic system (Gupta et. al; 
1981, Ravindra, R. & Bakliwal, P.C. 1983). 
Data output: 
For study of the landuse/land cover units the digital 
data of TM corresponding to bands 1 through 5, and band-7 
were analysed through machine processing. The different 
algorithms were applied to the digital data for generating 
thematic information in respect to landuse/land cover. The 
FCCs generated through combination of bands 1,3, and 4 and 
also 2,3, and 4 have been found to be useful for optimum 
information extraction from the landuse/land cover units. The 
elements upto level-II of landuse/land cover classification 
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have been identified from the Computer generated digital data 
outputs. 
Classification of Landuse/lcmd cover units: 
The classification adopted in the present study is 
based on USGS system study (Anon ; 1976). Table No. IV.1 
presents level 1/ and level II classifications and table IV.2 
gives the details of the landuse/land cover classes 
recognised in the area, during the present study. 
Table IV. 1. Landuse/Leuid cover Classification System 
Level-I Level-II 
(1) Urban or built 
up land 
(2) Agricultural Land 
1.1 Residential 
1.2 Commercial and service 
1.3 Industrial 
1.4 Transportation,Communications 
and utilities 
1.5 Industrial and commercial 
complexes 
1.6 Mixed urban or built-up land 
1.7 Other urban or built-up land 
2.1 Crop land and pasture 
2.2 Orchards, groves, vineyards, 
nurseries, and ornamental 
horticultural areas 
2.3 Confined feeding operations 
2.4 Other agricultural land 
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(3) Rangeland 
(4) Forest Land 
(5) Water 
3.1 Herbaceous rangeland 
3.2 Shrub and brush rangeland 
3.3 Mixed rangeland 
4.1 Deciduous forest land 
4.2 Evergreen forest land 
4.3 Mixed forest land 
5.1 Streams and Canals 
5.2 Lakes 
5.3 Reservoirs 
5.4 Bays and estuaries 
(6) Wetland 
(7) Barren Land 
6.1 Forested wetland 
6.2 Non forested wetland 
7.1 Dry Salt flats 
7.2 Beaches 
7.3 Sandy areas other than beaches 
7.4 Bare exposed rock 
7.5 Strip mines, quarries and 
gravel pits 
7.6 Transitional areas 
7.7 Mixed barren Land 
(8) Tundra 8.1 Shrub and brush tundra 
8.2 Bare ground tundra 
8.3 Herbaceous tundra 
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8.4 Wet tundra 
8.5 Mixed tundra 
(9) Perennial 9.1 Perennial snowfields 
snow or ice 
9.2 Glaciers 
Source: USGS, Anon, 1987. 
I- Urban/Built-up land: 
In this class the homogenisation of all man-made units 
indicative of cultural activities, such as urban and rural 
settlements, communication lines e.g. roads and rail tracks, 
have been done in level-I classification. They are further 
classified into followings in level-II of USGS 
classification. 
I.l- Orban Settlements: 
They are recognised at Bassi, Lalsot, Dosa, Shingash, 
etc. as large built up areas with regular patterns of 
buildings connected by a network of roads & rail-tracks. They 
exhibit a blocky pattern in the town's central part. 
1.2 - Rural settlements: 
On TM-FCCs they are recognised as isolated patches 
within the agricultural fields, not showing any specific 
pattern, which makes it difficult to identify them. But 
presence of a few communication lines help in their 
identification. 
1.3- Roadst 
On TM-FCCs roads are easily detected as linear features 
with sudden curves, crossing different geomorphic units to 
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connect settlements areas to each other. Roads show dark gray 
tone with smooth texture, and linear pattern. 
1.4- Rail tracks: They are seen as more narrow linear 
features crossing across different geomorphic units. In many 
places the rail tracks run parallel to the roads. They show 
lighter gray tone, smooth texture, with a linear pattern. 
II- Agricultural Lemd: 
In the first level classification all lands being used 
for different agricultural purposes such as cropping, 
orchards, etc., have been included under agricultural land. 
Where they have further been subclassified into followings, 
employing level-II classification. 
II.1- The Major part of the area is covered by alluvial/ 
aeolian soils, which are widely used for cultivation of both 
Rabi and Kharif Crops such as bajra, wheat, maize, gram, 
rice, etc. The crop lands display reddish tone, and matted 
texture on TM-FCC of bands 1,3, and 4, where the harvested 
crop lands exhibit light yellow shed with rectangular 
pattern. 
II.2 Orchards: They are located in plains. They exhibit 
rectangular shapes, and red colour. They are mostly located 
in the northern, and central parts of the area. 
III- Forest Land: 
The bio-cover which has occupied the large tracks of 
hills, alluvial, and sandy plains have been included unde • 
the forest. This includes both natural and manmade forest 
cover. Forest land is further divided into following 
categories under level-II classification. It is believed that 
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the distribution of different forests in the area is 
controlled by its geomorphology. 
III.l- Mixed forest: They are seen on the steep slopes and 
hills, comprising mainly of species such as dry deciduous 
plants, ficusglomerata, acacia, and few bushes. They exhibit 
woolly and comparatively coarse texture, with pink to reddish 
appearance on TM-FCCs. The tree cover is scanty and shows no 
regular pattern. 
IV- Water: The land surface which remains under the cover of 
water and is under periodic submergence have been included 
under water. The water bodies include ponds, streams, etc. 
IV- Ponds: There are a few ponds (man-made depressions), in 
the northern, and north western part of the area. Ponds have 
regular rectangular and in case of bigger reservoirs 
curvilinear outline. They exhibit medium to dark blue colour 
on TM-FCCs and have even texture. 
IV.2- Streams/Canals: The streams in the studied area are 
seasonal, and remain dry for a longer period of year. Dhund 
and Morel are the major streams, which flow in the area. 
These streams and their tributaries exhibit bright white 
colour with fine texture and rectilinear shape on TM-FCCs. 
V- Barren Land: 
Under this class, the lands of various descriptions 
such as rocky-waste, sand bodies, and waste-lands which are 
characterized by zero level of productivity have been 
included. 
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V.l- Waste lands: The lands which have not been brought under 
the plough are included under waste lands. This class 
includes crop fallow and fallow lands. This unit exhibit 
whitish sheds, fine texture, with irregular boundary pattern 
on TM-FCC-products. 
V.2 Rocky Wastes: Structural hills and erosional hogbacks in 
the eastern part and north-western parts of the area mostly 
comprising of quartzite, which do not support a thick 
vegetation cover. Therefore most of these hills and their 
slopes are left as barren rocky wastes. 
V.3- Sand bodies: These are recognised as white color, fine 
textured patches, all around the area. These sandy bodies are 
not used for any agricultural activities, therefore these 
have been included under barren lands. 
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GEOHORPHOLOGY 
Introduction: The geomorphology of Jaipur area has been 
presented here to give on idea about the geomorphic elements 
and terrain conditions, with a view to generate background 
information for the band selection exercise, which is the 
theme of the present study. 
Dhund and Morel, tributaries of Banas river are the 
main drainages in the area. Dhund flows in a NNW-ESE 
direction, where Morel flows in NE-SW direction. These 
streams join each other near Bajra, from where they flow in 
a NW-SE direction till they join Banas river. Kharll is 
another important stream in the area. It is a tributary of 
Morel river, flowing from WNW to ESE. 
All of the aforesaid streams are seasonal, and remain 
dry for major period of the year. These streams follow the 
general slope of the area, which shows that the area forms a 
part of a normal basin. 
I- Geomorphic plamner surfaces in the Area: 
A good number of workers have worked on the geology & 
geomorphology of the area. Heron (1938), stated that; three 
planner surfaces are recognized in Rajasthan. He assigned 
three phases of peneplanation tck Nesozoic, Cenozoic, and 
quaternary periods. Ahmad (1975)^suggested that the present 
morphology of Aravalll ranges in northeastern Rajasthan may 
be a post-Pleistocene affair. A strong evidence of which is 
that the highest peak Aravalll range (Guru-Shlkhar peak; 
1972m), had not achieved this height upto Pleistocene, when 
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there was world wide glaciation as there are no evidences of 
glaciation to be seen in Rajasthan. Revindra and Bakliwal 
(1983), also reported three planner surfaces from Alwar (600 
M.) Jhunjhunu (500 m), and Sikar (375 m), above the datum 
line. Iqbaludoin (1989), reported the top of the Deccan traps 
320 m, and the base of the traps 280 m. above the datum line. 
He has further suggested that in Southern Rajasthan the 
Mesozoic planner surface corresponds to 320 m, Cenozoic 
planner surface to 280 m, and above all the quaternary 
planner surface correspond to 110 m above the mean sea-level. 
Since these planner surfaces are reported from northern 
Rajasthan with their higher altitude (600m, 500m, and 375m), 
above the M.S.L., they must be older than Mesozoic in age. 
The planner surfaces recorded from northern Rajasthan 
can be classified as: 
I. Baleta / Alwar surface: 
This surface is encountered at 600m. above M.S.L. It is 
essentially an erosional surface carved out by the process of 
peneplanation. This fact is supported by presence of rocks of 
different ages at the same geomorphic level. 
II. Kushalgarh /Jhunjhnu surface: 
It corresponds to 500m above M.S.L. This surface forms 
isolated peaks in Jaipur - Alwar tract. The surface Comprises 
of lithologies of different ages, signifying that this is an 
erosional surface, carved out of~the older Baleta surface. 
Since this surface is older than Sikar surface and younger 
than Baleta surface, it can be said that it is of Mesozoic 
age. But there has not been enough evidences to prove that if 
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this is a remanent of a consuming plannation surface or it is 
a paleo-plannation surface. 
III. Sikar Surface: 
This planner surface stands about 375 m above M.S.L. 
It is defined by isolated peaks in the pediment slopes of the 
hilly tracts of Alwar group. It is an erosional surface 
carved out by deep erosion, (retreating mountains left behind 
their pediment zone). It comprises of various rock types 
belonging to different ages occurring at the same geomorphic 
level. Since this surface is younger than Jhunjhnu surface, 
it may be of Mesozoic age. 
Geomorphic features of the area 
1. Structural hills & Valleys: 
These features are highly pronounced on TM-images. They 
show a NNE-SSW trend, which in places happen to be 
curvilinear. This curvature is attributed to poly-phase 
deformation of the rocks of Delhi supergroup. 
In the extreme east of the area anticlines forming 
structural hills, and synclines forming structural valleys 
are seen to be locally eroded, wherever softer lithologies 
are dominating. 
2. Erosional hills t Valleys: 
Eventhough the geomorphology: of the area is not mature, 
but erosional features such as erosional hills, and valleys 
are abundant in this area. These erosional features are 
basically controlled by lithology of the area. As erosional 
valleys are developed on softer lithologies of Delhi 
Supergroup where erosional hills have developed on harder 
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lithologies. These features can be seen all over the area, 
wherever the rocks of Delhi Supergroup are exposed. 
3. Hogbacks: 
Hogbacks are mainly developed in quartzites of Delhi 
supergroup, exhibiting nearly symmetrical ridge profile, 
covered by some vegetation, and drainages of almost the same 
length on the both flanks of the hills. This suggests the 
high resistance of rocks to erosion, which has introduced a 
high local relief to the area. 
4. Rolling Plain: 
The alluvial tract in the area shows an uneven surface, 
reflecting the underlying topography. The accidented slope of 
these deposits has given rise to the rolling plains 
characterized by local variations in the drainage directions, 
type and patterns, in conformity with the surface of the 
area. 
The rolling plains have very sharp and pronounced 
boundaries with the structural hills, but they show 
gradational contacts with alluvial landforms, buried 
pediments, and other quaternary deposits, and geomorphic 
features of the area. 
5. Buried Pediments: 
The pediments are usually covered by a thin veneer of 
alluvial and colluvial sediments, deposited at the foot of 
receding front of hills. Buried pediments are seen to be 
associated with all of the hills of the area. They are 
generally covered with a thin vegetation cover. 
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6. Deep Buried pediments: 
At places, where deep buried pediments characterized by 
quaternary depositional surface are developed, the land is 
used for agricultural activities due to presence of 
relatively thicker soil cover. The deep buried pediments are 
developed away from the foot hills, exhibiting external 
drainage system. The frontal border of deep buried pediments 
are recognised on the basis of the linearity of the drainage 
channels, along the prephery of the structural hills in the 
area. 
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GEOLOGY OF THE AREA 
Introduction: 
Jaipur district of Rajasthan forms a part of Aravalli 
orographic axis with rocks of Bhilwara supergroup, and Delhi 
supergroup forming the basement. The ploy-cyclic landscape 
evolution has enhanced the basement, and cover rocks. The 
dynamics of the arid frontier during quaternary has 
contributed to the sedimentary cover. The lower sequence of 
the quaternary sediments is represented by alluvium, and the 
upper beds, by blown sand, silt, and loess. 
The pre-Cambrian basement is exposed in isolated 
inliers of biotite-schists in Jaipur valley. The larger 
tracts of the pre-cambrian basement in Jaipur are referable 
to Delhi supergroup, which comprises of metamorphosed 
carbonates, arenaceous, and argillaceous assemblage referable 
to Raialo, Alwar, and Ajabgarh group. The rocks of Raialo 
Group mainly comprise of dolomite-marble, quartzite, 
conglomerate, schist, and feldspathic quartzite interbedded 
with basic flows. Alwar group consists of feldspathic 
quartzite. Conglomerate, and minor bands of marble. Ajabgarh 
group is mainly made up of phyllite, quartzite. Shale, slate, 
carbonaceous phyllite & schists, brecciated-quartzite, and 
impure marble, which have been intruded by granites, 
pegmatites, and quartz veins. 
The rocks of Delhi supergroup have undergone poly-phase 
deformation and regional metamorphism with isogrades varying 
from green-schist to granulite facies. 
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Review: 
The geology of northern Rajasthan has been studied by 
many workers. Hacket (1877) classified the rocks of this 
region under "Aravalli series". Heron (1917) classified the 
rocks of this region into "Delhi system" and "Raialos 
series". He further (1953) revised the aforesaid 
classification and classified these rocks into Aravalli, 
Delhi, and Vindhyan systems. Table IV.1 shows the revised 
Geological succession of the region by Heron. 
Basu and Arora (1968) followed the lithostratigraphic 
rank classification, and on this basis they designated "Delhi 
system" as "Delhi group". They also carried out revisional 
mapping in northeast and south Rajasthan. This led them to 
recognition of several other groups and sub-groups within 
"Delhi group"! This necessiated a rise in the rank of "Delhi 
group". "Delhi group" was raised to the rank of supergroup, 
and was named "Delhi supergroup" (Basu & Arora, 1977). Sant 
et. al (1980) divided the rocks of Delhi supergroup into 
three Raialo, Alwar, and Ajabgarh groups, with an overall 
thickness of 6000m. 
Delhi Supergroup comprises of quartzite, biotite-
schists, phyllite, and carbonaceous schists with subordinate 
amount of conglomerates, meta-volcanic basic flows, and a 
few intrusive patches. They have also suggested a revised 
stratigraphic sequence for rocks »in northern Rajasthan. Table 
IV.4 presents the revised lithostratigraphy of Jaipur 
district and adjacent areas. ""— 
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Geology of the studied Area: 
The area under study is part of Jaipur district of 
Rajasthan, extending from Bassi in northwest to Lalsot in 
southeast. In the studied area rocks belonging to Alwar 
group of Delhi supergroup are exposed in the northwestern 
part of the area, where rocks equivalent to those of Alwar 
group are exposed in the eastern part of the area, where lies 
a part of Bayana sub-basin. The lower formations developed 
in Bayana sub-basin are equivalent to those of Alwar group. 
These formations are called Nithar, Badalgarh, and Bayana 
formations, mainly comprising of metamorphic rocks such as 
quartzite, interbedded with conglomerates, shale, and 
sandstone associated with a few patches of meta-volcanics. 
Table IV.5 represents the lithostratigraphy of the studied 
area. 
Alwar group: 
Alwar group comprises of conglomerate, arkose, 
feldspathic quartzites, schists, and carbonates metamorphosed 
to various degrees of crystallization. Quartzite is dominant 
rock type of the area, interbedded with conglomerates. The 
quartzite grains at places show preferred orientation 
parallel to regional trend of schistosity, which represents 
the effects of Delhi's deformation on these rocks. The 
quartzite is locally feldspathic and grades to meta-arkose. 
It is hard and compact in nature, and its color varies from 
light gray to brown. The dominant geomorphic features 
developed in quartzites is hogback, where erosional valleys 
are most common geomorphic features developed on 
conglomerates, and arkoses. 
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The rocks of Alwar group belong to Rajgarh, Kankarwari, 
and Partapgarh formations. 
1.Rajgarh Formation: 
This formation mainly comprises of pebbly quartzite, 
and conglomerate at the base, gritty quartzite with flows at 
places, which are overlaid by quartzite. 
Rocks belonging to this formation are exposed in the 
northwestern part of the area, south of Bassi town. The 
most important geomorphic features developed on quartzites of 
this formation is hogback which suggests that these rocks 
dip at a moderate angle. The most important geomorphic 
feature, associated with the conglomerates of this formation 
is erosional valley. 
2. Kankarwarhi formation: 
It consists of sericitic-schists, biotite-garnet-
quartzite, and conglomerate. The rocks of this formation are 
exposed in the extreme northwestern part of the area near 
Kanuta and Bassi. The rocks of this formation are hard and 
compact, and resistant to erosion. 
3. Partapgarh formation: 
This is the uppermost formation of Alwar group. The 
name Partapgarh is proposed by sant et. al. (1980), after 
Partapgarh town . This formation mainly comprises of massive 
quartzite with minor bands of sericite. These rocks are 
exposed around Bassi. 
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Bayana Sub-basin: 
A part of Bayana drifted basin covers the eastern part 
of the area under study. The rock constituting this sub-basin 
are equivalent of Alwar group. The dominant rocks in Bayana 
sub-basin are quartzites. Conglomerate, arkoses, shale?/ and 
metavolcanics. 
These rocks belong to Nithar, Badalgarh, and Bayana 
formations. 
1. Nithar formation: 
In the western most part of the Bayana sub- basin the 
rocks of this formation are exposed. It comprises of 
quartzite, conglomerate and basic volcanics interlayered with 
sediments. These rocks also exhibit a pronounced trend of NE-
SW trending foliation. There is a structural discordance 
between Nithar and overlaying Badalgarh formation. 
2. Badalgarh formation: 
It is exposed in the extreme east of the area. It 
comprises of flaky quartzite, shale, and tuffaceous 
sandstone. These rocks dip at moderate angle form hogback 
topography. 
3. Bayana formation: 
It mainly comprises of quartzite interlayered with 
conglomerates. The rocks of this formation have a NE-SW trend 
having pronounced foliation running parallel to the trend of 
the formation (NE-SW). These rocks show moderate to steep 
angle dip. 
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The softer conglomerate beds are eroded away. This has 
introduced residual hills & valleys into the area. Except for 
the foliation the rocks of this formation show no linear 
feature in the studied area. This formation is not exposed 
in the studied area. 
Quaternary deposits: 
The process of quaternary deposition in Rajasthan is 
cyclic, which has been repeated several times. It is believed 
that this process started some 10500 years ago, during 
Holoscene period. Deposits belonging to this period are found 
in Jaipur, and Jaisalmer districts. The quaternary deposits 
of Rajasthan comprise of repeated cycles of deposition of 
alluvial, playa, and aeolian deposits, which unconformably 
overlie the pre-cambrian rocks of the region. 
In the area under study the rocks of Delhi Supergroup 
are surrounded by the quaternary deposits. These comprise of 
recent to sub-recent loam, silt, and clay. These deposits 
cover about 60% of the area under study, and are widely used 
for agricultural activities. About 20% of the area is covered 
by barren land, which may represent the moisture free part of 
the quaternary aeolian deposits, which are not used for any 
agricultural activities. 
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CHAPTER V 
BAND SELECTION ANALYSIS 
Introduction: 
A few fundamental interactions occur once 
electromagnetic energy falls on feature. These interactions 
are known as reflectance, absorption, and tranmission. On the 
basis of the law of conservation of energy one can express 
them as EI = ER+ET+EA where : EI; incident energy, ET; 
transmitted energy, ER; reflected energy, and EA; absorbed 
energy. 
Out of these interactions we mostly deal with reflected 
energy, and emitted energy (in case of thermal scanning where 
emitted energy is a function of absorbed energy). The 
reflected energy which we deal with is the energy which is 
reflected by surface features. Various features exhibit 
different reflection characteristics, on the basis of which, 
different bands of scanners are designed. 
Different bands of thematic mapper are also designed on 
the same basis, this means that specific bands are to be used 
for recognition of various features, and descrimination of 
different types of features within any given feature type is 
also possible either by comparison, combination, and or 
rationing of multispectral data. 
Measurement of spectral reflectance: 
To carry out such descrimination task, one has to have 
a clear idea about the reflectance characteristics of any 
given feature, for which study of spectral reflectance curves 
is necessary. 
The reflectance characteristics of different features 
can be quantified by measuring of the reflected portion (ER) 
of the incident energy (EI). The measurement task is done as 
a function of wavelength, and is called spectral 
reflectance (yA) • It can be mathematically defined as 
EI (X) 
Tables V.l through V.4 represent few examples of 
quantification of reflected energy from objects in the 
studied area. 
Spectral reflectance curves: 
Graphs of the quantified measurements of reflectance 
characteristics of objects can be plotted. The configuration 
of such graphs reveal the spectral characteristics of an 
object. 
A thorough study of spectral reflectance curves 
determine the choice of the wavelength regions in which 
remote sensing data should be acquired, combined, compared, 
and or ratioed for a particular application (See Fig. V.l). 
These curves also indicate the optimum wavelengths for 
differentiating various types of a given feature (See Fig. 
V.2) . 
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Fig, V.2 exhibits the spectral reflectance 
characteristics of andesite, basalt, shale, arkose, and 
limestone. One can redily appreciate that these rocks have 
very similar reflectance curves in blue and green (0.4-0.6 
m), region of EMR where in the red, and near infrared (0.7 to 
0.9 m), region, they have different spectral reflectance 
characteristics, and can be redily differentiated from each 
other. Fig. V.3 indicates the spectral reflectance 
characteristics of metamorphic, igneous, and sedimentary 
rocks. Here too, it can redily be appreciated that all these 
rocks have similar behaviour in the blue, and green region. 
But in the longer wavelength regions of EMR these rocks can 
be redily differentiated. 
The spectral reflectance curves, TM-band correlations 
data, rationing of data, and informations incorporated from 
other sources suggest that, the band selection task for 
geologic studies can be carried out in themes such as 
lithologic mapping, mineral exploration, structural mapping, 
geomorphologic studies, groundwater exploration, etc. 
Lithologic Mapping: 
It is understood that reflectance is a consequence of 
chemistry, and structure of materials, and is modified by 
environmental factors. The most important factors which 
control the reflectance of rocks are iron, and its 
oxidization state, and presence or absence of water. 
It is to note that in litho-unit descrimination studies 
metamorphic rocks are to exhibit more or less the same 
spectral reflectance characteristics as their parents 
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(igneous /sedimentary) rocks. Therefore metamorphic rocks and 
their spectral reflectance characteristics are not discussed 
here. 
1- Acid igneous rocks, granite, and graphic granite have 
strong absorption at 1.4/lm - 1.9/im & 2.2 Urn, which is due 
to presence of OH, and H2O. This suggests that, these rocks 
exhibit dark signatures in TM-data of bands 5, and 7. (See 
Fig.V.5). 
2- Basic igneous, and intermediate igneous rocks have more 
magnetite, and less H20 in their composition. This in effect 
leads them to show absorption at 0.7/im - l.O/Xm region of 
EMR, which means they exhibit dark signature in TM-band-4. 
(See Fig. V.6). 
3- Ultera-basic igenous rocks have pronounced absorption at 
1.0^ m & 2.^ AjLm region of EMR spectrum. This may be due to 
presence of ferrous Iron. (See Fig.IV.7). 
4- Sedimentary rocks on the otherhand exhibit absorption 
bands at 1.9^ m & 2.3/Um. This is due to the presence of 
carbonates in sedimentary rocks. TM-band-7 therefore exhibits 
dark signature for sedimentary rocks & metamorphic rocks of 
sedimentary origin. (See Fig.V.8). 
5- TM-ratio 5/7 enhances altered rocks, because TM-band-5 
shows high reflectance for altered rocks, where TM-band-7 
shows low reflectance for the same rocks. 
6- TM-ratio 3/4 enhances soil cover and rocks present in 
the scene, but subdues the vegetation cover. This is because 
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TM-band-3 have dark signature for vegetation, where of band-4 
has bright signature for vegetation. 
7- TM-ratios 2/3, and 3/2 are very much helpful in 
descrimination of geologic units such as soil cover, alluvium 
deposits, etc. This is because TM-data of band-3 exhibit 
brighter signatures for geologic features, where band-2 shows 
dark signatures for the same geologic features. (See 
Fig.V.9). 
8- Principal component images produced from principal 
component analysis of TM-data of bands-2,3,4, and 5 are very 
helpful in lithologic mapping. PC-1 images enhance first rank 
informations PC-2 images are very helpful in descrimination 
of rock types. Where PC-3 images help in recognition of acid 
intrusions. 
9- TM-exotic FCCs of PC-2 ; band-2, and band-4 are helpful 
in descrimination of iron-stained rocks from others. The same 
is true with FCCs produced from PC-1, PC-3, and band-2 or 4. 
10- TM-ratios 2/3, and 3/4 carry a good deal of lithologic 
information in humid regions. Where ratios 3/2, and 4/3 
reveal good lithologic information from arid regions. 
11- Edge enhanced images produced by spatial filtering are 
very helpful in lithologic mapping. 
12- Directional/ non-directional highpass filters help 
detecting boundaries between different rock types, 
topographic edges resulting from variations in lithology. 
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uncomformities, and vegetation boundaries having geologic 
controls, etc. 
Table V.^: Examplary Best TN-ratios for lithologic mapping 
Rock type Best ratios 
Altered rocks 5/7, 7/5 
Soil 3/4, 3/2, 2/3 
Basalt & Rhyolite 7/1, 7/2, 5/1, 5/2, (3/1 
only for basalt). 
Basic rocks (Dionite, Diabase) 
Acid rocks (granite, graphic 
granite) 
Ultra-basic rocks 
(Pyroxinite, Dunite) 
Serpentine Marble 
Red Quartzite 
Oolitic-limestone 
Red sandstone 
Graywake 
Shale 
Sedimentary rocks in general 
4/5, 
5/4, 
5/7 
7/1, 
7/1, 
4/1, 
5/1, 
5/1, 
5/7, 
4/7 
7/4 
7/2, 
7/2, 
4/2, 
5/2, 
5/2, 
4/3 
5/1, 
5/1, 
5/1, 
7/1, 
5/3, 
5/2 
5/2 
5/2 
7/2 
7/1, 7/2,7/3 
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Plate No. I 
TM-FCC, PC-3, PC-1; and Band-2 (Bassi area) 
This image is useful for mapping of various litho-units, 
Massive quartzite; Black 
Conglomerate : Blue 
Sericitic quartzite : whitish blue 
Pebbly, and gritty quartzite : Deep blue 
Some other kind of information such as cultivated 
land, and green vegetation (Red), settlements (blocky 
pattern), road and rail tracks (linear pattern) grazing land 
(greenish), etc. are also redily recognizable on this image. 
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Plate No. II 
TM-FCC, PC-3, PC-1; and Band-2 (Lalsot area) 
This image is one of the most helpful tools in 
lithologic mapping oriented tasks. 
Quartzite : Deep red 
Conglomerate : Reddish Yellow 
Arkoses : Brown 
Shale : Brownish yellow 
Metamorphosed intrusives: black, with linear pattern cutting 
most probable (?) across the strata at same places. 
Other informations available on this image are 
about geomorphic features, such as buried pediment (red), 
deep buried pediment (pink), stream yellowish white with 
linear patterns, and moisture free sand (white patches). 
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Mineral Exploration: 
In mineral exploration works aided by remote sensing, 
one should look for certain features which help to mark out 
the areas of potential mineral deposits. These features may 
be named as: 
* Regional linear features along which known mineral-
occurrences fall. 
* Local fracture patterns, which control individual ore 
deposits. 
* Hydrothermally altered rocks, which are in general 
associated with ore deposits 
* Thorough understanding of basic geologic & lithologic 
set up of the area. 
The above said factors, must be carefully considered 
and studied. Regional linear features can be studied with the 
help of visual interpretation techniques, where mapping of 
local fracture pattern, hydrothermally altered rocks, and 
lithologic mapping can be carried out and detected through 
high-pass filtering, edge enhancement, edge extraction, and 
or other directional filtering techniques. 
Amongst factors discussed,, hydrothermally altered zones 
are most important in remote sensing aided mineral 
exploration tasks, because alteration minerals associated 
with hydrothermally altered zones have distinct absorption. 
128 
or reflectance characteristics at different wavelengths. For 
example quartz, and the rocks having quartz as their major 
constituent have very low reflectance at 0.5/1m (TM-band-1). 
Where Kaolinite have a higher reflectance in the same region 
of EMR. 
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Through analysis of characteristics of spectral 
reflectance curves of different minerals the following 
suggestions in mineral exploration studies with the help of 
remote sensing techniques can be made. 
1- TM-ratio of bands 5/7 exhibit bright signatures for 
altered rocks, because altered rocks in general have higher 
reflectance at 1.6 m (i.e. TM-band-5), and lower 
reflectance at 2.2 m (i.e., TM-band-7). (See Fig.V.11: 
Source; Sabins, 1987). 
2- TM-ratios 7/1, 7/2, 5/1, 5/2, 3/1 & 3/2 exhibit bright 
signatures for hemeatite, and limonite, because hemeatite, 
and limonite have high reflectance beyond 0.1 m (i.e. TM-
bands 5& 7), and also at red portion of the visible light 
(i.e. TM-band 3), where they have low reflectance in blue, 
and green region of visible light (i.e., TM-band 2 & 3). 
Ratio 3/1 is best for iron-detection tasks. (See Fig.V.12). 
3- TM-ratio 5/2 exhibits bright signatures for ferrous 
minerals, because TM-band-5 have higher reflectance values 
for limonitic rocks, where TM-band-2 have lower reflectance 
values for ferrous rocks. 
4- TM-band-7 exhibit bright signatures for clay minerals. 
(See Fig.V.13, enc" Fie. v.11.a) 
5- TM-bands 2 & 3 are useful in detection of oxidised 
rocks, because these rocks have high reflectance in band-3 
(i.e. red light), and low reflectance in band-2 (i.e., green 
light). Thus TM-ratio 3/2 exhibit bright signatures for 
oxidised rocks. 
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A LABORA-ORY SPECTRA OF ALTERATION MINERALS 
SPECTRA ARE OFFSET VERTICALLY FOR CLARITY 
FROM HINT AND ASHLEY (1979) 
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As an example, an experimental color interpretational 
key for TM-ratio FCCs is given below. On TM-FCCs of ratios 
5/7 (red), 3/4 (green), and 5/2 (blue), various rocks and 
minerals may be destinguished as follow. 
* Yellow : Non-limonitic rocks with alteration prdocuts. 
* Pink & magenta: Dark hematite stained & altered rocks. 
* White & Cyan : Bright limonitic materials, and hydroxyl 
minerals. 
* Deep blue: Limonite, hematite, & unaltered materials. 
* Green: alluvial deposits. 
* Drawbacks: due to vegetation cover & shadow so many 
problems arise in detection of hydrothermally altered 
zones appearing in green, brown, and red brown. 
Table V.Q: Examplary best ratios for mineral exploration: 
Minerals Ratios 
Quartz 5/1, 5/2, 7/1, 7/2 
Kaolinite 5/1, 5/2, 4/1, 4/2, 7/1, 7/2 
Limonite 5/2, 5/3, 7/2, 7/3, 7/4, 5/4 
Hematite 4/2, 4/3, 7/2, 7/3 
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Plate No. Ill 
TM-FCC, ratios 5/7, 3/1 and 3/5 
This ratio FCC is very useful remote sensing product in 
mineral exploration, because it helps discrimination of 
various rocks and mineral anomalies in any given rock type. 
Quartzite: dark gray, and black 
Fine grain sediments : Pinkish red 
Fresh sand deposits : Pinkish white 
The light green patches within the Badalgarh formation 
in the eastern part of the image in its most probable 
represents a local assemblage anomaly. 
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Structural Mapping: 
For the study of regional tectonic features spread over 
a very large area, the supersynoptical view provided by 
sattelite acquired images is ideal. 
The study of topographic features, drinage pattern, 
landforms, and circular / elliptical features, etc. on the 
surface of the earth, provide manifestations of sub-surface 
structures. The sattlelite images are extremely useful in 
study of the surface manifestations of sub surface features 
of tectonic syptoms. 
1- TM-bands 4 and 5 reveal first rank informations about 
land, drinage, major topographic features, and effects of 
relief in the area. 
2- TM-bands 1,2 and 3 provide second rank informations 
about land, water, and topographic features by exhibiting 
contrast between various landscape elements in the scene. 
3- TM-PC-1 images and the filtered products of PC-1 images 
enhance subtle linear structural features. 
4- TM-PC-3 images and their filtered products enhance 
drainage pattern. 
5- Directional filtering of TM-data of band-2 enahances 
the linear features, which may control the vegetation 
cover/density, or vegetation type. 
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6- High pass filtering of TM-bands 2,3,4, and 5 enhance 
the linear and circular features, and those parts of drainage 
system which may not be very clearly evident on row images. 
7- Edge enhanced images produced by directional filtering 
of row data enhances structural features, such as linear 
features, fractures, shears joints, faults, etc. 
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Plate No.IV 
TM-FCC PC-1; Sobel Filtered-5, and PC-3 (Bassi area) 
This combination enhances the suppressed features of 
structural geology linear features such as faults, ridge 
lines, strike direction of ridges, and many other linear, and 
directional aspects of geologic features in the scene are 
appreciably enhanced. 
FF : Marks the two ends of major fault line 
In the central southern part of the image it can be 
readily appreciated that the ridge forming rocks of Rajgarh 
formation are offset by four small scale faults towards their 
eastern end. 
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Plate No.V 
TM-FCC, Bands-7,2 and Laplacian Filter Band-5 
This combination enhances the linear features in the 
surface and sharpens the boundary of such features with their 
neighbouring features. 
Channel bars: Red isolated patches within the channels. 
Stream : Yellow. 
Cut off channels: Pinkish yellow 
Quartzite ridges: Black 
Sericite-quartzite ridges: Reddish with linear pattern. 
Pebbly quartzite of Rajgarh formation: Blackish brown. 
Conglomerate of Rajgarh formation: Brownish yellow. 
Quartzite of Rajgarh formation: Brownish red. 
Road & rail track : Sharp linear features, having deep red 
colour. 
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Geomorphological studies: 
The most important advantage of orbital remote sensing 
is its global coverage. The repetitive coverage also prove to 
be useful in the study of the dynamic geomorphological 
processes. At the same time the local geomorphic processes 
such as solifluction, stream activities, wind blown sand, 
channel migration, alluvial fans, etc. can be studied by 
repetitive coverage. 
1- TM-bands 4 & 5 enhance major geomorphic features such 
as landforms, and other topographic features. 
2- Principal component images prepared by principal 
component analysis of TM-data of bands 2,3,4, and 5 are of 
great help in geomorphological studies. 
PC-3 images enhance drainage system and local 
geomorphic features. Where PC-1 & PC-2 images enhance other 
major geomorphic features. 
3- TM-FCCs prepared by combination of either of bands 4,5, 
and 7 with any of PC images enhance most of geologic features 
present in a given scene. 
4- High-pass filters of all TM-bands enhance the drainage 
system, and its related features. 
5- Brightness index images combined with PC- images are 
very helpful in identification of various geomorphic units 
from each other. 
6- Brightness index images of various bands enhance the 
topography of the area in arid, and semi-arid regions. 
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Plate No.VI 
Onsupervised claBsification 
This image represents geomorphological information of 
the scene. 
Burried pediment: Yellow to reddish pink. 
Hill: Deep red 
Valleyv": Whitish pink 
Stream: Grayish blue 
Channel bar: Pinkish white 
Moisture free sand : Light blue 
Cut off channels : Dark line 
Rolling plains : Depending on the landuse/ land cover of any 
specific part of the land, it exhibit various sheds of red 
pink, blue, yellow, e.g. 
Cultivated land: Light yellow to light pink. 
Grazing land: Greenish blue. 
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Plate No. VII 
TM-FCC, Band-5; PC-1, and PC-2 
This combination of TM-data is very helpful in 
geomorphology, and landuse/ land cover studies. 
Road and rail tracks: Linear patterns associated with blocky 
features at places. 
Urban settlements: Blocky pattern, associated with roads and 
rail tracks. 
Rural settlements: Black isolated patches along the outer 
margin of flood plain of streams. 
Cultivated lands & natural vegetation: Patches of red colour. 
Grazing land : Patches of light blue. 
Drainage: Yellow 
Channel bar: Brown 
Cut off channels: Yellowish white 
Moisture free sand: White 
Burried pediment: Bluish 
Deep buried pediment: Reddish pink 
Water bodies (reservoirs): Black patches in the river course. 
Hills: Various sheds of blue. 
Valleys: Pinkish red. 
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Ground water studies: 
The topography, lithology, structure, and soil moisture 
control the groundwater occurrence in any given area where 
fractures, lineaments, and intersections of lineaments are 
specific indicative of a potential source of groundwater in 
hard rock areas. Thus one employing remote sensing techniques 
for water-targeting purposes, should look for those remote 
sensing products which enhance the abovesaid features. Table 
V,7 gives the ground water potential of the different 
geomorphic element, of the area under study. 
Table V.7 Grounwater potential of geomorphic features 
Geomorphic Features Groundwater Potential 
Cutoff channels high potential 
Burried pediments moderate potential 
Paleochannels High potential 
Erosional hills low potential 
Erosional valleys moderate potential 
Structural hills no potential 
Structural valleys moderate potential 
Linear features (faults, etc.) high potential 
1- TM- images of bands 1, 2, and 3 are very useful in 
soil's moisture detection. 
2- TM-images of bands 2, 4, 5, and 7 enhance the 
vegetation cover, which can be in turn used as an indicative 
of soil's moisture content. 
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3- TM-images of bands 2, and 3 are most helpful in 
drainage system detection. High-pass filtering of these 
images is also very much helpful in enhancement of drainage 
system. 
4- PC-3 image of all bands (excluding TM-band-6), are 
helpful in detection of drainage system detection. 
5- TM-images of bands 4, and 5 enhance major geomorphic 
features, which can in turn be used as indicatives of ground 
water potential. 
6- Brightness index images of various bands enhance 
geomorphic features, which can help in ground water, 
targeting tasks. 
7- Multispectral classification images are helpful in 
separating out anomalous regions of vegetation cover. This 
can be used as manifestation of shallow acquifers. 
8- Directional filtering of TM-data of all bands 
(excluding band-6), enhance linear features, which are 
indicatives of groundwater potentials in hard rock areas. 
9- TM-ratio images 5/7, and 4/3 enhance the sedimentary 
rocks, and vegetation cover, respectively, each of which can 
be used as an indicative of ground water potential. 
10- Unsupervised classified images are very useful in 
drinage system detection. 
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Plate No.VIII 
TM-FCC, PC-3; Band-3, and Gaussian Filter Band-5 
This combination is helpful in ground water targeting. 
It demarcates various geomorphic features, which can be used 
as indicators of ground water potentials of different 
features. 
Structural hills/valleys: Deep red 
Stream channels : Very light blue. 
Erosional valleys: Blue to dark blue. 
Cut off channels: Deep sky blue. 
Buried pediment: Reddish 
Channel bars: Deep bluish gray 
Barren land: Violet blue. 

Suitability of Products: 
Climate suitability of TM-data play a very important 
role in the information extraction process. The TM-data 
products which are chosen to work with, must serve the 
purpose of work by means of containing more information about 
the dining thematic element. The geologic information content 
of TM-data, amongest other factors, is largly controlled by 
climatic condition of the study area therefore prior to 
employment of information extraction techniques, interpreter 
must be fully aware that, which TM-data output suit in a 
particular 'climate condition. 
Climatic Condition: 
The climatic condition of a given terrain have an 
impact on the EMR reflectance from the objects in the 
terrain. The degree of humnidity for example,decides the 
soil's moisture content, amount of vegetation cover, and 
degree of hydrothermal alteration of rocks, etc. 
One of the most effective ways to find out the most 
suitable TM-data outputs to carry out a specific study in a 
given area is to find the degree of correlation between 
various bands of TM-digital data. Such correlation analysis 
suggest that TM-data of band 1,2, and 3, as well band 4, and 
5 are highly correlated, where TM-data of bands 1-4, 2-5, 
and 3-5 are least correlated. 
It is understood that various combinations of more 
correlated bands are useful in first level classification of 
features, e.g. vegetation covered area, barren land, built up 
area, etc. where ratios of less correlated bands are helpful 
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in descrimination of various feature types belonging to the 
same family, e.g. mixed forest, dhok forest, cultivated land, 
urban settlement, etc. 
The following suggestions can be made to introduce more 
suitable TM-data outputs for various climatic conditions. 
1. Arid Climate: 
The order of correlation between TM-data collected from 
arid climate suggests that TM-bands 1-2, 1-3, 4-5 are most 
correlated where bands 5-7 and 2-3 are less correlated. 
Therefore ratios 5/7 or 7/5, 3/2 or 2/3 and 4/3 or 3/4 are 
most suitable ratios for the information extraction tasks 
out of TM-data from arid climates. PC-2 images are good for 
second rank information extraction e.g. litho-type 
identifications in arid environment. 
2. Semi Arid Climate: 
TM-data of bands 1-2, 2-3, 2-7, 3-4, and 4-5 collected 
from a terrain with semi-arid climate, are highly correlated, 
where bands 3-7, 3-4, 5-7, 3-5, 2-4, 2-5, 4-5, and 1-4 are 
less correlated. On this basis TM-ratios 3/7, 3/4, 5/7, 4/5, 
3/5, 2/4, 2/5, and 1/4 along with the reverse of the 
aforesaid ratios carry maximum information about the terrains 
with semi-arid climate. PC-2, and PC-3 images prepared from 
principal component analysis of correlated images carry 
second and third rank informations about green vegetation, 
and litho-unit variations. 
3- Tropical to Sub-tropical cliaatei 
For the purpose of information extraction from TM-data 
obtained from terrains with hot, and humid climate the 
correlation analysis suggests that TM-bands 1-2, 2-3, and 3-4 
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are highly correlated, therefore ratios 4/7, 5/7, 2/3, 2/4, 
3/4, 2/7, 1/3, 1/2, and 1/7 and their inverse ratios carry 
maximum information about hot, humid and densly vegetation 
covered terrains, PC-2 images produced by principal component 
analysis of more correlated data cary second rank information 
such as vegetation-type distribution and lithologic 
variations, 
4- Wet lands 
In such terrains the degree of correlation between 
bands happen to be very high. The least correlated TM-bands 
are 1-7, 2-3, 3-4 , 2-3, 4-7 and 1-5, therefore ratios 2/4, 
2/3, 3/4, 1/7, and 4-7 carry more information about such kind 
of terrains. The PC-1, PC-2, and PC-3 images enhance water 
logged areas, geomorphic features, lithological variations 
and vegetation type descrimination. 
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Plate No.IX 
TM-FCC, PC-2; ratios 2/3, and 5/7 
The present combination is suitable for remote sensing 
applications task in arid climatic condition. From this FCC 
the following informations can be derived out. 
Cut off channels: Faint bluish white 
Stream: White with linear or radial pattern. 
Channel bar: Bluish and or reddish, depending on the landuse/ 
land cover of area. 
Cultivated land: Light red. 
Natural vegetation: Red. 
Quartzite hills of Bayana sub-basin: Deep red. 
Conglomerate of Rajgarh formation: Violet blue. 
Sericite quartzite: Bright white. 
Burried pediments: Various sheds of red. 
Moisture free sand: White colour patches. 


CHAPTER-VI 
Summary: 
The dissertation is in partial fulfilment of the M.Phil 
degree in remote sensing applications. The work presents 
remote sensing application with particular reference to band 
selection for thematic information extraction in the arid 
frontier of Rajasthan. In order to develop keys for band 
selection an area of approximately 1440 km^ in Jaipur 
district, Rajasthan, India was selected for detail study. The 
area is included in Toposheet N0.54-B, corresponding to 
Landsat-^Scene 147-42. 
Geology, and geomorphology have been studied to 
provide benchmark informations for band selection studies. An 
introduction to principles of remote sensing has also been 
given, as background information. 
The sensors, remote sensing systems, source of energy, 
interaction of EHR with matter, atmospheric windows, remote 
sensing platforms, remote sensing products have been 
described. The interpretation keys for visual and digital 
image interpretation techniques are discussed in brief. DIP 
has been carried out using Sac-Image Software on ISROVISION 
at RSACREG. Image restoration, periodic line dropouts, 
stripping, filtering of random noise, atmospheric scattering 
corrections, statistical parameters, and statistical analysis 
are discussed. Image enhancement techniques such as contrast 
enhancement, filtering, and ratioing techniques were applied 
to the multiband TM-data to help information extraction 
processes. 
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The decision support techniques for conversion of DN 
values into information were applied after the pre-
interpretation processing of TM-data. The images through 
brightness index, density slicing, and band combination were 
generated in normal, false exotic, and false standard color 
composite modes. In order to generate the best band, or 
combinations thereof for identification of different 
elements. PC images, and ratio images, were attempted along 
with unsupervised and supervised classification. 
Landuse /land cover classification upto level-II has 
been carried out for urban, agricultural, rangeland, water, 
wet land, and waste lands. Geomorphologically the area has 
undergone poly-cyclic planation during Mesozoic, Cenozoic, 
and Quaternary periods. Three planner surfaces which have 
been described as Baleta, Kushalgarh, and Sikar have been 
recorded from the area. The plannar homogeneity of the 
landscape has been punctuated by the development of 
structural hills, and valleys, erosional hills and valleys, 
hogbacks, and buried pediments. The erosional landscape has 
been covered by alluvial, and aeolian deposits, which have 
been erased the physiographic carvings on the landscape 
giving rise to rolling plain of Jaipur-Bharatpur tract in 
Rajasthan. The accidented topography of the Delhi basement is 
reflected in TM-data by the unevenness of the brightness 
levels in different bands. 
The hard rock geology of the studied area represents 
the pre-combrian basement referable to Delhi supergroup. The 
meta-sedimentary sequence comprise of quartzite, sericitic 
quartzite, biotite-garnet-schist, and conglomerate, which 
have been included in the Alwar group. The litho-units on the 
basis of local relationship of superposition and association 
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of litho-units have been assigned to Partapgarh, Kankarwarhi, 
and Rajgarh formations in the descending order of antiquity. 
In Bayana sub-basin following norms of stratigraphic 
nomenclature the rocks of Alwar group have been assigned to 
Nitharr Badalgarh, and Bayana formations, in the descending 
order of antiquity. The rocks of Nithar formation have got 
basic flows and volcaniclastics. The Bayana basin possibly 
represents as ensialic rifted basin. 
Band selection analysis for geological, and 
geomorphological studies as the main theme of present work 
has been carried out, by means of quantification of spectral 
reflectance of objects. The graphs of acquired data had been 
plotted, and compared with each other through superposition. 
Such comparisons of data suggest that in geological studies. 
TM-data are most helpful when ratioed. Ratio color 
composites, PC-images, filtered products - and classified 
products are also useful for thematic information of 
lithology, structure, geomorphology and landuse/land cover. 
Ratio images are most helpful in lithologic mapping, 
and mineral exploration tasks. Filtered products not only 
reveal a good deal of information about subtle geological 
structures but also, they can be used for detection of litho-
unit boundaries. PC-images enhance various kind of 
information about lithology, and geomorphology, depending on 
what raw TM-data is used, and what grade of PC—image (i.e. 
PC-1, PC-2, PC-3, etc.), is taken into consideration. 
The FCC's prepared through hand ratios, PCs and 
filtered images enhance interpretational qualities of the 
scene through assignment of colours. These are useful in 
visual interpretation of lithology, structure and 
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geomorphology. Images generated through unsupervised and 
supervised classification using DIP techniques are useful in 
identification of lithotypes, geomorphic elements, 
hydromorphological elements, landuse classes, etc. 
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1YPL*,'ANY niSTAKE DURIUG tEEDli.G ? (Y/'!)' 
READ(*,2)^131 
IFCMISI .K(J.'Y'-)GQ TO 501, 
T Y P E * , ' * * • • • • • • • • * • • • * * • * * • * * • • • • * * • • • • * • • » • • * * • * * • • • • • • • • * » • • ' 
5U? T Y P E * , ' F t E O Pds04 IRRADIA/JCE REAUl f -GS: ' 
RKADC* , * ) C n i R ( T ) »X = 1 ,11) 
'I Y P E * , ' • * + • • • • • • • • • * • • * • • • • • • • • • • * • * • • • • • • • • • » • • • • • • » • • • • • • » • ' 
T Y P E * , ' A t i Y illSTAKt; DURING FEEDIT-'G ? ( Y / N ' ) ' 
R E A D ( * , 2 ) 1152 
l F ( M I S 2 . K 0 . ' y ' ) G 0 TO 502 
T Y P E * , ' • • • • • * * * » • * * * * * • • • • • • • • • • • * • • • • • • • • • • • • • • * • * • • • • • • » • ' ' • * ' 
503 T Y P E * , ' l - E E D Bas04 GAIN VALUES: ' 
R E A D ( * , * ) ( B G ( I ) , I = 1 , H ) 
T Y P E * , ' * • • • • * • • * • * • * * * * * * • * • • * * • • * • • * • • * • • • • • • • * • • • • • • » • • • • • • • ' 
•\\f'\L* ,',\! 'i a S r A K B OUIU.IG FEfc-Dl'IG ? ( Y / U ) ' ^ ^ ^ 
T | - ( M I S 3 . I . ' . J . ' y ' ) G O TO 5 0 3 
' l Y l ^ L * , ' • * * • • • * • • • * * * • * • * • * * • • • • * * * » • • » • • » • < • • » • • * • • • • • • • • * • ' » • » ' 
5()'4 TYPI-:*, T l ' K D OBJECT UADIAUCE R E A O I . . G S : ' 
TYPh.*,'AI.Y H I S T A K E DUHItiG F E E D I U G ? ( Y / ' l ) ' 
K b A U ( * , 2 ) ! ! l G 4 
1 F C M I S 4 . E U . ' Y ' ) G U TO 5 0 4 
T Y P E * , ' • • * » • • • * * • • * * • * * • • • • • * • * • • • • • * • * • • • • » » • • • * • • • » • • • * » • • » • ' 
5i;5 • r Y P E * , ' H ' L U UBJECT GAIfi VALUES : ' 
R t A U C * , * ) ( O G ( I ) , I = i , N ) 
T Y P E * , ' * * * • • * * • * • * • * * * * • • • • • » » » • * * * * * » * • * • • • » • * • * • * » * » • • » * * * » * * 
TYP£*,'A(.Y MISTAKE UURING FEEDING ? (Y/'i)' 
KEAD(*,2J.aS5 
1FCMIS5.LU.'Y')G0 TO 50,5 
TYPE*,'**••**•**••**••»•*»••••••»•••**••»•»•»••*••••••*»••••**' 
TYPE*,'TYPE DOWN MORE IMFURMATIONS IF YOU WISH TO;' 
TYPE*,'ill lfc,;SUCH IfiFOKMAllUN MUST hUl LXCEKU bo LI•J^ li:l'^  lU ' 
5ut) TYPE*,'t-IHST LluE S. 6fa LETTERS Ki SECOND LINE' 
RKAD(*,2nfJF 
KtAUC ' ,2)11'. 
TYPE*,'•**•*•******•*••*»*••»*••••»•*••»••»**•**••••*•*••**•••' 
TYPE*,'A.'Y HISTAKE DURING FEEDlr-J 1 (Y/'O' 
HEAD(»,2) -aS6 
i K ( M I S 6 . £ ^ J . ' Y ' ) G 0 TO 5 0 6 
i». + * * + 4. + * t * * * * 4 + ** + » * * » * * * » * * * * » * * * « » * 4 » » » * » * » • » • • • * » » • • • » • * • * * • • • • * * • • 
* * * * * • * 1 ' * » * * * t * » + » CALCULATION SECTION • » * • • • » » » • » * » • * * • • • • • * • * » * * • * • • • 
SBIH ='; .U 
SliG = 0 . u 
SDK =u .O 
SoG = u . U 
DO 1 0 2 1 = 1 , N 
Si i lR =SBlf i + l i I R ( I ) 
SiiG =SHb + B G ( I ) 
t3i'JV(I)= • U R C I ) / B G ( I ) 
SiiK aaiJK t -OlUl ) 
SOG =.SIK; + O G ( I ) 
UIJV(I )= O K C I ) / O G ( I ) 
IFCBNVCi; .E .J .O .JGO TO 1 0 2 
KKPC1J = (U ' > / C I ) * 1 0 0 . ) / b f I V C l J 
1 0 2 CONTINUE 
4 ; : f * * * » * # * # ^ c ^ i » + » » * * * * * * ) ) [ * * * * * * * * * * * » ; * » » * » * * * * * * » » t # » * * » * * » * » » * * * » * » » * * * * * 
T Y P E * , ' D O YOU v<ANT TO DO RATIOING? ( Y / N j ' 
R E A D ( * , 2 ) Y Y Y 
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I K C ^ Y ' / . t o . ' N ' J G O TO 5 o 7 
C PKQGHAil RATIO 
J ' y P t , * , ' l - t l - u r i iE K E 5 U L T - F l L t * S HAHh! ' 
K b A U ( » , l b J f I L 
UPi iNC^'U l=yy,NAMf:; = F i L , ' I l f ( ' L s ' M - . r ' ' ) 
uKiTfc;('>s*,iu) 
^ 'HlTECys ,2b) lHST»PRU>J 
- 'JHITE(9y ,3b)I fvSTU,LOC 
rtKITE(yy,*l5)T0p0,KEF 
/.KITE C Vi. , b b ) LAT/ LONG 
.vKITEC^y, Ob) DATE, TIME 
^ * K I T £ ( 9 9 , 7 5 3 W E T H , T E M P 
w t a T E C 9 9 , bb) i iAZT,SEl;V 
V^KlTEC^V,y2)MUNl»lNCHy2 
' . H l T E C 9 y , 1 1 0 ) l N F 
W K I T E ( y y , l l l ) l N 
w R i T E ( y y , y 4 ) 
/ ' k i x E C ^ y / y b j O B j 
WRITEC'Jy,96) 
wRITEC4y,yy) 
i aaTEcyy,y2o) 
92 U FORMAT C'*X,'LAMDA'r5X,'PAr.EL*5'',bX,'l'ANeL»S',bX,'RLLA'l IVE' ,bX,'liA 
lhDl',5X, 'BAND2'»5X,'BAIJD3',5X,'BAf<04'} 
tmiTE(9y,93) 
9 3 FUHMATtl4X,'HA5U4',7X,'ObJECT',bX,'REFLECTANCE',3X,'HATlU',bX,'R 
lAT10',bX, 'RATI0',5X, 'RA'HO') 
9U FUKMA'l (5 1X,F6.3,4X,F6.3,4X,F0.3,4A,F6.3) 
9dU FUKIMAA ( 'iA,F6.I ,5X,l'6.3,oX,hb.3,4X,h b.4) 
TYPE*,'K)K riOW MAHEK IjA.iL'G RATIO lb REUUIRED? ' 
Hl'.AUCt ,+JH 
UANU=1 
DU K=l,4 
IFCBAMI.KJ. UGO TO 1001 
IF(BAM>.bU.2)U0 TU 1010 
IF(BAlMLi.ti,U.3)G0 TU 1020 
lF(0Aia).tlJ.4)GO TO 1030 
1001 J=l 
GU TO 107 0 
1010 J=4 . 
GO TO 1070 
1020 J=7 
GO TO 3 07U 1 6 3 
1C3U J = l u 
lU7o ' SUfi = 0 . 0 
DO lObO I = J , J + 2 
lOhi" SUM = SIJI>. + IU<F(I) 
AVL=Sun/ i 
uu 1 = 1 , n 
L G 0 U J = 1 
I K C L C C t D . l ^ U . D U U TU lU'JO 
i t ' " ' ( t a ( a i ) . c ; u , 2 ) G 0 TO 1100 
I F C t ; G u ( i ) . E a . 3 ) G 0 10 I l l y 
1 K ( L G I . C I ) . E 0 . 4 ) G 0 lU 1120 
l o y o vi = i 
GU TQ l iVU 
n u i j j = ' ) 
GO TO 117U 
1110 J=7 
GO ID 1170 
11-20 U = 10 
1170 SUMRsQ.O 
AVEK=0,0 
DO l l b O L = J , J + 2 
l l t iO SUMk=5UMK + i<HP(LJ 
AV£l< = SU.'1H/3.0 
IF (AVhR.F.0.O,0)THE.N 
RATiUCDsO.O 
RA'no(ij=AVii:/Avfc;R 
PHIIJT*,KATIO(I) 
GO TO 1181 
llk<2 END IF 
END DU 
GO TO llbi 
llBl M=n+1 
RATIOlCnj=RATlO(i; 
GU TO 1182 
I I U J BAI)D = nAlJl)+l 
LNU iJii 
MN = u 
DO 1 = 1 , 1 2 
I F C I . L O . I D T H E N 
W H l T E ( 9 9 , y 8 0 ) ( L A M D A ( I ) , B N V C I ) , O N V ( l J , R R P ( I ) ) 
MM=;!M1-1 
WHITE(9y ,90) (RATIOUMM),RATIUHMK+4) ,RAr iUHMM + B ) , R A T 1 0 U h l U l - . ? ) ) 
l l = H + l l 
fclLSE 1 6 * 
w l i I T E ( 9 V , y b 0 j ( L A M b A ( I ) , t . t ; V ( l ) , ( t i . V ( l ) , k H P ( I ) } 
tli.U If-
Elll) DO 
Tli'HL»,'lUJ yuu WANT TU CAI.CUUATL H>H i.iMt'LL HLH.I-.C1 AAl-Cl. M IT /'J J ' 
KhAun WJ VVi 
il'CYYY.UO.'d'JGO 'JO y97 
b07 TYPh;*,'GlVE THE NAME UP YUUR HESULl-KILb' 
TlfPE*,'IHJTE:iT MUST BE MORE THAN is LETTEHS/SFACbS' 
HEADC»,2)K1LEE 
TYPE*,'AMf MISTAKE DURING KEbUU.G 7 (Y/N)' 
READ(*,i!)MiS7 
IFCMlSV.bO.'Y'jGO TO b07 
TYPE*,'*•**•**»*••*••••**•*••••••»••»••••••••*»•»»**• + »•»•••••*' 
• •******»*f•••••I'if INFORMATION OUTPUT •••••»»«»»»*»»»**»»»»*»»*»^»t»**i'* 
~ OPENCUNiT = S,FlLE=FILEE,STATUa=:'NEw') 
wKITE(b,lU) 
10 FURMATC'tOX,'RADIOMETRIC UATA COLLtCHUN , PROGKAMCKI; bY A . Rbbtl AhAl ' ) 
WRITE(5,iJ0; 
2U KORMATCliU('/')) 
WhITECb,:,>bJlNST,PRDJ 
2b KORMATCbx,'INSTITUTE ;',x,Ajb,jx,'PhOdCT :',if~,i\^':>i 
WRITE(b,3b)INSTU,IjOC 
3b FORMATCbX,'INSTRUMENT :',X,A3b,JX,'LOCATION :',lX,A4b) 
WHITEtb,4b)T0P0,RLF 
4b FORMATCbX,'TOPOSHEET NO.;',X,A2b,1iX,'KhFERLNCb NO.:',1X,Aib) 
WRITE (b,bb)I,AT, LONG 
5b FURMA'HbX,'LATITUDE : ' , IX , A2b , 12X , ' LOtiGITUUL :',lA,A2bJ 
WHITE(b,t.b)UATE,TlML 
6b FORMATCbA,'UAlE :',IX,A 30,7X, "1IME :',lA,Aju; 
WKlXECb,7b)tt'ETH»TEMF 
7b FCKMA'UbX,'WEAIHEK : ' , IX , A 3b , 2> , ' 1 EMRLR A T U R E : ' , 1 X , A J 0 ) 
WRITE(b,«b)SA2T,SELV 
8b FURMAlCbX,'SOLAR AZIUTh :',X,A3b,3X,'SOLAK ELEVATION :',X,A30) 
.VRITE ( b , <:*2 ) MOni # INCHy2 
92 FURMA'J CbX,'GliRvEYER : ' , 1 X , A Jb , VX ,'CRUJECT JhCHARCt. :',X,AJbJ 
WRlTEtb,110)INF 
110 FORMAT tbX,'ANY OTHER INF ORMAlIOt.: ' , 2X , A40 ) 
WRITE15,1 IDIN 
i n FORMATCbX,Abbj 
WKITEC5,94) 
94 F0RMAT(130C'*')J 
WKITEtb,yb)OBJ 
9b FORMATC 17X,'IRKADIANCE CBaS04)',30X,'KADIANCE OF: ',A3bJ 
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9t. FURMATCl jot'_')) 
WHITE (b,'^ 7) 
97 FUKHAl (LJA, 'l,AMDA',7X,'PAfJLL*S',7X, 'CAIU ' , bX ,'iUJKM ALlZbU ' , ] 4A , 'HA 
l,'Jt;L*&',7X, 'GAlll'6X,'NOkMALlZfc;U',10A,'kbLATIVe %'J 
W H l T E t 5 , 9 » ) 
9tJ l-UHMA'J t b X , ' LnMlCJ ' ,fc)X , ' k b A D I N G ' , i,7X , ' VALUL', ISA ,'HEAUJ ! . ( . . ' , 1 7 A , 'V 
] A L U £ ' , l b X , 'KEKliECTAf.CE'} 
W H I T E ( b , y y ) 
9y FUKHA'iCi 30 ( ' = ' ) ) 
• <i + + i^ + * + »*.»t»:f ».*;!f4:* + + DATA UUTPU'l SLCTIUN » » » * • • • • • » • • » » • • • » » » » * • • • • • » • 
UU 1 = 1 , h 
WRITE ( b , 1 0 1 ) L A M D A ( I ) , B I k ( I ) , B ( i ( I J , b n v ( I ) , C K ( l ) , U G ( l ) , U f * V C l ) , H P P t 
1 1 ) 
1 0 1 F U K M A T t b X , t b , l , 6 X , F 7 , 4 , 7 X , F 4 , l , 7 X , t 8 , b , l 4 X , F ' 7 , 4 , 7 X , F 4 . l , 7 X , F b . b 
1 , 1 0 X , t 1 1 . b ) 
END DO 
W I U T E ( b , 1 0 5 ) 
1 0 b F 0 K / l A T ( 1 3 y ( ' = ' ) ) 
CL0SEC5) 
TYPE*,'DO YUU WANT TO PLOT GRAPH UJ- THIS SET lUOl VIUUALLY (K/!J)?' 
READ(*,2)YY 
997 iFCYY.EU.'y'.0R.Y.E9.'Y')CAL,L TnGHAt'H 
TYPE*,'L)U YUU WANT TO CALCULATE FUh MUK UATA (Y/lO?' 
HEAD C*,2)W1SH 
IFCwIGH,EU.'Y')GU TU 500 
TYPE*,'DO YOU WANT THE GHAPH OF ALL DATA TOGtlHLH (Y/I')i" 
KEAD(*,2)Y2 
1FCV2,EU.'Y')CALL TMGRAPH 
lUUu STOP 
END 
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! RPffCTKRAL HEPIBCTANCK CilHVK 
• • • ^ • • • • • • • • ^ . • • • j t i j i riAt,j;2:ATioN aLCriuN ur PMnanAMMK • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• •••••)»t**»»i»i,<»*xHn>iA(,izATinN SEiCTinN or PHO<;RAMMK • • » * • • » • • • • • • • • • • • • 
siHiKOU'riNt; iMciHAPn 
KKAL L.A 
DATA L A / 4 5 0 , 4 8 5 , 5 2 0 , 5 2 0 , 5 0 0 , 6 0 0 , 6 3 0 , 6 6 0 , 6 9 0 , 7 6 0 , 8 3 0 , 9 0 0 / 
DIMENSION LA( l2 ) ,RR( i2 ) ,AC12) ,A2(12) ,A3C12) ,A4Ci2) ,C l (12 ) ,C2Cl2) 
BYTE 'NQTE1(20J 
DATA l45/"01U42l/ 
C DATA L M A S K / n i l l l l l l l U m U / 
INTEGER SifMC3),T,G,fJCHAK(20) 
CHARACTER Ml,M2,M3,M4,M5,M6,M7,Ma,M9,H10, YIO 
CHARACTER*15 FILE,FILE!,FILE2, 
lFIbE3,FItE4,FlLE5,FILEfa,FILE7,FIL.£«,FILE9 
2 FORMAT(A) 
CALL M0DE(0,6,'TM,RES',0) 
••••••••••••TO MANIPULATE THE PHYSICAL SliE OF PAGE 10 > i PAGE •••••*• 
NLOOPsO 
GOTO 6601 
601 NLOOPsNLOOPtl 
boOl XUFFSET=(7.2tl3.0)*NLOOP 
••••••••••••••• OVER ••»*•»••••*••••••»•»***••* 
TYPE*,'THIS PROGRAME PLOTS GRAPHS FOR RADIOMETRIC SIGNATURE OF D 
IIFFERENT 0BGECT5' 
TYPEf,'—« »» - -. ' 
TYPE*,'OPTIONS AVAILABLE ARE :' 
TYPE*,'I-TO FEED 't^ PATA ON LINE* 
TYPe*,'2-T0 OaiAIN DATA REQUIRED FROM KADIOMETRIC DATA COLLECTION' 
TYPE*,'PROGRAME WHICH IS ALREADY CCHPUTED i. AVAILABEL IN THE SYSTEM' 
TYPE»,'FQK THE FIRST OPTION TYPE "1"' 
TYPE*,'FOR THE SECOND OPTION TYPE "2"' 
REAOCf»*)QPTION 
TYPE*, ' - « « — — _ — « . — « . — . — « — — . « « . . - . — « « « . - . - . — . ' 
TYPE*,'ANY MISTAKE IN FEEDING ? (Y/N)' 
KEAD(*,2)M1 
iF(Ml,E(J.'Y')GO TO 601 
TYPE*,'•*•*•*»•*••****•••»*•»*»»•»•••»»•••••••»»••••*»••••*•••' 
602 TYPE*,'THIS PRQGRAME C'AN HANDEL ONLY 5 SET OF DATA' 
TYPE*,'HOW MANY SET OF DATA DO YOU HAVE TO PLOT THIKE GRAPHj' 
HEAD(*,*)SET 
TYPE*,' «- .» - — — — — ' 
TYPE*,'ANY MISTAKE IN FEEDING ? tY/N)' 
R£AD(*,2)M2 
IF(M2.EU.'Y')G0 TO 602 
TYPE*,'***••**•»***•»•**•*•*•••••*•••••***»»••*••*••••*•••••••*' 
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t>o3 TYPk;*,'i''fPii; Nu, or V A R I A T E S IN EACH R E T OF DA T A ' 
I<II;AU(*,») i 
rypt;*,'ANy MISTAKE IN FEEDING ? ( Y / N ) ' 
HbAU(»,2)n3 
IK(M3.eu.'Y')G0 TO 603 
I'Y PL *,'»**••••••*•*••»*»*•»*•»•••*»•*»••»•»••*»••••••»»•••»••»' 
IF(UPTIUN.£a,2)G0 TO 11 
+•••»•••••*»• aN-.LINE SECTIOH QF PROGRAMME •••••f••»»••»»•••»••»••••••» 
:r««.i<:|<;f«t<tt«f« ON.LINE SECTION Of PKUGRA'^Mc; •»•»••»•••»•»•»••»••»•••»••» 
61)4 J = l 
12 TYPfc;*,'TYPE A COMPLETE SET OF DATA' 
READ(»,>t-)(LACI),RRll),I = l,T) 
TYPE*, ' ; _ » . » „ „ » , ' 
TYPE*,'ANY MISTAKE IN FEL01N& ? (Y/fO' 
He,AD(*,2).'14 
IfCM4.Eu.'Y'JG0 TO 604 
TYPE*,'•**»••***•••*••*•»*•*•*•»*•••*••••*•*•*•••••••••••••••*' 
605 TYPE*,'EACH SYMBOL IS TO REPRESENT A SPECIFIC UBJECf fi. IS ASS1G% 
lU TO A SPECIFIC NO, BETWEEN 1 TO 21 S, 33 10 127' 
TYPE*,'TYPE THE ^0. YOU PREFER' 
READ(*,*)SYMCJ) 
T Y P E * , ' T Y P E NAME OF THE OBJECT FOR ;«.HICH STfMBOL HAS BEEN INrRODUCEO' 
K E A D ( * , 4 0 1 ) ( W 0 T E l C J J ) , J J s l , 2 0 ) 
4 0 1 F0RMAT(20A) 
PRINT*,NOrfc. l 
TYPE*,'TYPE NO, OF LETTERS IN THE FEEDEO NAME' 
REAO(*,*).''iCHAR(J) 
PRINT*,NOI^El 
TYPE*,'TYPE NO, OF LETTERS IN THE fEEUEU NAME' 
REAl>(»,*)NCHAR(J) 
TYPE*,' . - « — — ' 
TYPE*,'ANY MISTAKE IN FEEDING ? (Y/N)' 
KEAD(»,2)M5 
IFCMS.EQ.'Y'JGO TO 605 
TYPE*,'••*••**•****•***•••***••*•••••••••••••••*••••••»*•*••••'. 
IF(0PT1UN.ICU.1)G0 TO 15 
i^^*.$*^^>^***'^^!^*41^** DATA FILE READING SECTION »••••••»•»»•»»»•»••«•*••••• 
••••••••••••••••» IMTA FILE READING SECTION »»»•••••••••»••••••»•••»f•• 
11 TYPE*,'FEED THE TEXT.FILE NAME(S)' 
IF(SET,GE,1)READ(*,2)FILE 
IF(SET,GE.nCALL ASSIGN(9, FILE) 
I F ( S E T , G E . 2 ) R E A D ( * , 2 ) F I L E I - \ 
IF(5ET,Ge,,2)CALt^ ASSI^NCS ,Fl!k^^) 
IFCSET.GE.3)READC*#2)F1LE2 ^ '*? ,-
jr<iltt*,QlS.i;3)CALL'A«si<?Nt3,VlLE2) 
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IF(SET,GH:.4)REAO(*,2)FILK3 
IFCSET.i;n,.4)CALlj ASSIGN(6, FILE3) 
IF(SET.Ge,5)REA0(*,2)FILE4 
lF(SET.0£.5JCA(jL ASSIG«(4 , FILfM J 
IF(SET,Gfc:.6)READ(*,2)FILb.b 
IF(SET,G£.6)CALL ASSIGN(12,FILES) 
IF(SET.GE.7)ReA0C»,2)FILE6 
IF(SET,GL.7)CALL A S S I G N ( U , F I L E 6 ^ 
IF(SET.Gc;.3)fiEADC*,2)FILE7 
IFCSET.Gt.bjCALL ASSIGNd ,FILE7) 
iF(SET.Gfc: ,9)READ(*,2)FILb8 
IF(SET,GE.9)CALL ASSIGN(10,FILE8) 
IF(SET,GE.10)THEN 
TYPE*,'PROGRAME IS ABORTED, BECAUSt IT CAN"T 
lACCOMOUATE MORE THAN iaN£C9)SET OF DATA' 
GO TO 1000 
ELSE 
END If 
G=l 
K=I 
403 READC9,») 
K = K+1 
IF(K,LE,18) GOTO 403 
DO 97 1=1,T 
READC9,402)(LA(I),ACI),A2tI),A3(I),A4(I),Cl(I),C2(I),RR(l)) 
TyPE*,LA(I),RR(I) 
97 CONTlNUfc; 
402 F0RMAT(bX,F6,l,6X,F7,4,9X,F4,l,9X,F8,5rl5X,F7,4,9X,F4,l,yx,F8,5 
l,14X,Fn,6) 
606 TYPE*,'**•***••**•••*•••••*••**•'•••»***•••••**••*»*»•*••••*••' 
100 TYPE*,'EACH SYMBOLE IS TO REPRESENT A SPECIFIC OBJECT (. IS ASSIG 
INO TO A SPECIFIC NUMBER' 
TYPE*,'X1^PE THE NO, YOU PREFER' 
•HEAD(*,*)SYM(G) 
TYPE*,'TYPE NAME OF THE OBJECT FUR WHICH SYMBOLE IS l.ilHUDUCKU' 
READ(*,40l)CNOTEUJJ),JJ=l,20) 
PRINT* fi-^ OTEl 
TYPE*,'TYPE NO, OF LETTERS IN THE FEEOED NAME' 
READ(*,»)NCHAR(G) 
TYPE*,' — . - . _ — « . — — — — - —.- «_- ' 
TYPE*,'ANY MISTAKE.IN FEEDING ? (Y/N)' 
READC*,i!;M6 
IF(M6.EU.'Y')G0 TO 606 
TYPE*,'***»****»****•*•**•**»•*****•*»»**••**»•»******•*»•••»*' 
GO TO lb 
101 KBI 
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I) ( K . I . E . J h) GOTO 5 0 J 
DLI i = i , r 
h t . A O C B , M'^) t b A ( I ) , A ( 1 ) , A 2 ( 1 ) , A 3 ( 1 ) , ' ' \ ' J ( l ) , C 1 ( 1 ) , C 2 ( 1 ) , R R ( 1 ) ) 
1 ! i P L » , L A C J ) , H k ( l ) 
tCI.O DU 
b u 7 1 K l ^ i : * , ' I ACh SYMi^ULK I S CC R t P R L S h ; • T A S P t C l K - l C (JBJECI (, I S ^SS^( . f . 
l U 'lO A S P K C I F I C nUMDER' 
T i * P E * , ' T Y P c 'IHE N U . YUU P H E K t R ' 
RLAD( + , * ) 6 1 f M ( G ) 
I I f P t : * , ' T Y P E UAMt OF THE OBJECT (•'UK M U C H SYJIBOLE I S 1 * IVODUCt.1) ' 
U ( S E T . I ; T . 1 ) T Y P E * , ' N A . M E OF SECOND C o J h C f 
R M , A U ( * , 4 O I ) ( r j O T t : i ( J J ) , J J = i , 2 0 ) 
P K l N T * , i i O r L l 
lYPE*,'ltHb NO. OF LETTERS IN THE F EEUEO '.A'lE' 
READC*,*) -CHAR(G) 
TYPE*, ' ' 
rYPh*,'A.JY MISTAKE IN FEtUlMG ? (Y/'-)' 
RhAD(*,/;M7 
II tfl7,E>l. 'i ')G0 TU 007 
TYPE*,''^**********************^***********''************^******' 
GU TO lb 
102 N=l 
504 RCAD(J,*J 
h=K + l 
IFCK.liE. IHJ GUTU 504 
DO 1 = 1, T 
READ(3,402)(LA(I),A(I),A2(I),A3(I),A4Cl),CUl),C2(lJ,Rk(l)) 
TYPE«,LiAllJ ,KRCI) 
E.'JO DU 
6ub TYPE*,'EACH 3YMB0UE IS i'O KtPRESE' I A SPECIFIC UHJECI ^ IS '^S.SH, 
l.^«D TO A SPECIFIC rJUMHEK' 
T Y P E * , T Y P E THE NO. YOU PwEFbR' 
f<EAUC*,*)SY"l(G) 
lYPE*,'TVHI-: WAf^ E' OF THE CHJECT t'0>^ f-HlCH SY^HOLE IS lu IHUUOCto' 
IFCSET.G'f .2H'YPE*,'NAME OK IHIHEu C H J F C I ' 
REAU(»,40 1) lN0TElCvJJ),JJ=l»20) 
Phl(JT*,NiUI- 1 
T Y P E f j ' l i P f f i l ) . Oh I J E T T E R . S If. IHK (• f-.KUEl' ' . A ' E ' 
K E A I J ( * , » M C i l A R ( G ) 
1 YPE» , ' ' 
' 1 X P E * , ' A . Y . . f S T A K E Lii b E F O I ^ G ? ( V / ' ) ' 
H E A U C » , 2 ) . l o 
I F C M H . E U . ' Y ' ) G Q TO 6 0 8 
T Y P E * , ' • • • * • * * » * * * * • * * * * • * * • • • * • • * • • • • • • • » • • • • * * • • * • • • • • • • • * • • ' 
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GU TO lb 
IU3 K=l 
5U5 H[:;Ain»,») 
^ = K + l 
IFCK.I.K. IH) CUTO bOb 
un j=i,T 
RhAL)((),'4U2;(LA(I),A(l),A2(l),A3(l)»A4(I),CUl),C2in,i'H(i); 
El'^JD DO 
60^) TYPE*,'hACH S Y M B Q L E 13 TU R L P H K o K M A SPECIFIC OUJECl f* IS ASSIc: 
luU TU n SPKCIFXC NUMOh'U' 
TVPt:*, T^PE THE "0. YOU PREFtR' 
RhAUC*,*} SYM(G) 
I'YPL*,'iYP£ NAMli OK THE OHJECT e UK iHlCn 3V !BOLt IS T'I-(UCUCb ' ' 
IFCSET.Gl'.'iJTYPt:*,'TYPE NAME OF FiiUnrH OBJECl' 
RLAIJ(*,'IOI ) cnuTEKJJJ, JJ=1,2o) 
PHINT»,.JOTEI 
TYPE*,'TYPE NU, OF LETTEKS IN THE e EF.UbU 'iAME' 
REAU(*,*)riCllARCG) 
TYPE*, ' - - - ' 
TYPE*/'AriY MISTAKE IN FEEDING ? ( Y /'.) ' 
READ(*,2)fl9 • 
IF(M9.EO.'Y'JG0 TO 609 
TYPE*,'**•»*•••••••••••»••»••»•*••••*•»•••••*•••••••••••••••*•' 
GU TO IS 
104 ^=^ 
5U6 RE AD (-;,•; 
K = Ktl 
IFCK.i.l-:. 1 H) GOTU 506 
DU 1=1,T 
RK.AD('i,au^ ) (LA(I),A(I),A2(I),A3( U ,A4(1),C1(1),C2(I) ,KK(1)) 
TYPE*,bACi),RR(I) 
END DO 
610 TYPE*,'EACH SYMBOLE IS TU REPRESEI.T A SPECIFIC UBJEC'l & IS ASSIG 
IND TU A SPECIFIC NUMBER* 
TYPE*,'TYPE THE NO. YOU PREFER' 
KEAD(*,*J SYM^G) 
T Y P E * , ' 1 Y P E NAME OF THE U»iJECT f U« .«HICH SY'SBOLE I S l u r R U D J C E P ' 
I F C S E T . i M ' . I . A N D . S E r . E l J . b J T Y P E * , ' rVPK. WA'tK o^ flfm U b J I - A l ' 
R E A D ( » , ' a ) l ) ( N O T E l ( J J ) , J J = l , 2 0 ) 
P R I N T * , i . U T E l 
TYPE*,'IYPE NO, OF LETTERS IN THE fEEDED NA-tE' 
READ(*,T)NCHAR(GJ 
TYPE*,' ' 
TYPE*,'ANY MISTAKE IN FEEDING ? (Y/N)' 
READ(*#2)M10 
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ir(M10.L0.'X')GU TO 610 
(iHTU 15 
105 K=l 
'ji)l HKAU(12,»J 
KcK4 1 
IFIK.UK.IBJ GOTO 507 
DO 1=1,T 
KKADC12,4()2)(LA(I)»A(l),A2(lJ,A3Cl),A4(l),CltI),C2(l),KUJ)J 
rYpe»,LA{l),RK(I) 
EUD DU 
611 TYPfc>,'hACH S Y M O O L E IS TO REPRKSEM A SPECIFIC OUJbCJ i. IS ASSK; 
inu TO A SPKCIFIC .>niMBRK' 
i'YPE*, T Y P E TttE NU. YOll PHEFtK' 
K I ; A U ( * , * ) SY.V1(G) 
T Y P i ; * , " r Y P E NAME OF THE OBJECT FUK •'HICH SY'IBOLE IS I N I P U P U C L n ' 
l F C S E T . G T . 1 . A N D . S E T . E 0 . 5 J T Y P E * , T i P t '.A .E OV FH'TH U B J t ' ^ l ' 
K E A 1 ) ( * , 4 0 1 } ( ; # a T E l C J J ) , J J = l » 2 0 ) 
P K i r r r * , N O T E l 
TYPfc]*, "iYPl'J liO. OF LETTERS I N TUt, f-EEI.'EU NAME' 
HEAU(*,*).JCtlAR(G) 
TYPE*, ' - ' 
TYPE*,'ANY MISTAKE IN FEEDING ? (Y/r.)' 
KEAU(»,2)MHj 
IFCM10,Eg.'Y')GO TO 611 
TYPE*,'*•••••**••*•••••••*••••*••••*»•••*»••••»•*•••••••••••••' 
GOTO 15 
106 ^=l 
5U8 REAUCll,*) 
K = Ktl 
IFCK.LE.IW) GOTO 508 
DU 1=1,T 
KtAP{ll,402j(LA(I),A(I),A2(I),A3(I),A4(I),Cl(I),C2(l},HKtn) 
fYPE*,LA(I),RR(I) 
EUD DO 
612 TYPE*,'EACH SYMBULE IS TO REPRESE"! A SPECIFIC OBJECT !>. 16 ASSIG 
ItJO TO A SPECIFIC NUMBER' 
TYPE*,'TYPE THE NO. YOU PREFER' 
REA(.)(*,») SYM(G) 
T Y P E * , ' 1 Y P E NAME OF THE OBJECT FOR *HlCr t SY*'BULE IS I li 1 RUDUCEi)' 
lF(SET.GT.4.AN0.SET,EQ,5)TYP£»,'TYPa NAME OF FIFTH ObJECl' 
READ(•,401}CNaTEl(JJ),JJ=l,20) 
PRINT*,NOTEl 
TYPE*,'TYPE NO. OF LETTERS IN THE FLLDED tlA.'>E' 
READ(*,*)i^CHAR(G) 
TYPE*,' — . — — » « ' 
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•1 Y P t : * , ' A N Y ••IISTAKE I N K tbU iNG ? C ^ / . ) ' 
r <£AD(» ,2 )M l ( ) 
1FCM10. I :U. 'Y ' )GO TO 612 
I ' Y P b * , ' * • • » • • • * * • • • * » * • • * • • * » • • • » » • • » * • * • • • » * * * • » * » • • • • • » • » • • • • • ' 
GU TO l b 
10 7 K = l 
bu9 r i b A U ( l , » ) 
K. = K + 1 
I F C K . L E . 1 8 ) GOTO 509 
DO l s i , l 
Kc AD ( 1 , 4 0 ^ ) ( L A ( I ) , A C 1 ) , A 2 ( 1 ) , A 3 ( l ) , « 4 ( i ) , C l t l ) , C 2 ( l ) , K i < C l ) ) 
r Y f f c : * , L A ( l ) , R k ( I ) 
biW) DO 
613 rYPE* , ' h ;ACH S Y M B O U E I S TO HEPKESE'JT A Sk^LCIFlC OBJbCJ S. IS ASSl t ; 
l u U TO A . ' ' .PyClFlC fJUMBEU' 
rYPE»,"iYt'c; rue NO, YOU PNEFER' 
RioADC*, * ) SYM(G) 
r Y P E * , " l Y P E NAME OF THE OBJECT FOH .-HlCii SY^BOLE IS 1 rJl HUUUCEIJ' 
I F ( 5 E T . G T . 4 . A N O . S E T , E 0 . 5 ) T Y P E * , ' T Y P E NAME OF F IFTH O B J E C I ' 
KEADC»» i U l ) ( N O T E 1 C J J ) , J J = 1 , 2 0 ) 
P i U N T » , N O T E l 
T Y P E * , ' T Y P E NO, OF LETTERS I N THE FEEDEL) iJA/IE' 
R E A U ( * , * ) N C H A R ( G ) 
TYPE*, ' • - ' 
TYPE*,'A;*Y MISTAKE IN FEEDING ? (Y/;.)' 
KEAD(*,2)nlO 
IF(M10.EQ.'Y')G0 TO 613 
TYPE*,'*••••**•**»•*•»••••»»•••••••••••*••••*••••••*••••••••••' 
GU TO lb 
108 K=l 
blU rtEAlJ(H),*) 
K = K+1 
1^  tK.LE.lH) GOr" 510 
DU lal,'i 
U E A D C 1 0 , 4 0 2 ) ( L A ( I ) # A ( I ) , A 2 ( I ) , A J ( 1 J , A 4 ( I ) , C U I ) , C 2 ( I ) , H I U U ) 
•IYPE*,LA(I) ,UR{I) 
END DU 
614 l'YPb*,'EACH SYMBOLE IS TO KEPRESE 11 A SPtClUC DBJECl t. IS AS/U; 
liil) TO A .".PKCIFIC NUMBER' 
TKPt*,'TYPE THE "0, YOU PREFER' 
READC*,*) SYM(G) 
T Y P E * , T Y P E .MAME OF THE OBJECT FOH ''fHlCH SYHBdbE I S l l -UU iDUCEl ) ' 
IFCSET.G'J . 4 . A N D . S E T . E 0 . 5 ) T Y P E » , ' r Y P E ( . A H E U F F IFTH U b J E C l ' 
READC*, I 'v' l) ( l i U T E K J J ) , J J = i , 2 U ) 
PKINT* ,NOTE 1 
T Y P E * > " l i P E .'lU. OF LETTERS IN THE f EEDEL NAME' 
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Ri:;AD(»,*)i^CilAK(G) 
rypL*,' . ' 
TYPE»,'A,JY .^ISTAKE IN FEtDIMCi ? H/N}' 
IFCnin.LU. ' V')GU TO 614 
TVPt,»,'*••••»•••*••••»••••»••••••••••••»•»•»•••»•••••••••••••»' 
:»:***»**»+.!(!»;H;t:t*** + 4c PLOTTING SECTIO^J OF PROGRAM'tE •»*«••»»•»»•••?••* 
• )(.* + + #***:|i»:ti)jty***:f* PLOTTING SJCCTIQC"! OF pi^CGKAHME ****************** 
lb C A L L F A C T U H ( 0 , 6 ) 
• ^:* + :^ :^ *trU HEGTUK OlUGlNAL PEN SIZE TO PLUI 2nd A,IU MORE CURVKS ******* 
CALL MODE(10,-1,0,9999,,9999.) 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * OVER * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
***** ==>XOFFSET ==> TO INCREASE THE PAGE SIZE ALONG X_C00RD1NATE »*•*• 
CALL MODEt^,17.25,9999,,XUF^SET) 
• * •••»*t*»»;^***** OVER ••••••••**•»•»••»*»••••••»••»»•»• 
CALL M0UECJ,14.2 5,9999.,9999.) 
CALL n0DE(7,12.,12.,9999.) 
CALL h0i/E(H,'lb0.r50,,9999.) 
CALL HOUEC9,0.,10,,9999,) 
CALL URAV.(LA,RR,T,441) 
CALL IlOTE(I.A,RR,SyM(G),-T) 
CALL WHERE(Xl,Yl»Z) 
CALL N0'lE(Xl+,2fVl,NQTEl,r.CHAR(G)) 
^^f^^^^lt:-^l^^i:f>t.:f^^;tl,if^ C U ' J T I N U A T I U N * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
IF(OPTIurJ.EO,l)J = J + l 
IFCUPTlur..E0.1,AND,J,LE.SET)G0 TO 12 
lF(UPTlUiJ.EiJ,l,ANU,J,GT.SET)GO TO 14 
It(0PTIU^.Eu,2)G=G+l 
IF (G.EU.2 . A H D , G , L E , S E T ) G O T U 101 
n- (G.Eu. J.ANL),G,LE.SET)GU 'lO 102 
IF CG.EU.4,AI>.U,G,LE,SET)G0 TO 103 
IF(G,E0,5.AiiD,G.Le,SET) Gu 10 lu4 
I F ( G . E 0 . 6 . A N D . G . L E , S E T ) GO TO lOb 
lFCG,E0.7,AhD,G.LE,SET) GO TO 106 
lFCG,Ea.b.A.MD.G.LE,SET) GU TO 10? 
lF(G,E0,9,AND,G.ljE,SeT) GO TO 108 
;t:)t>ti|<4i)ti**«««t*^ «'»4^ ft«1' cOSMOTICS *************************************** 
t^yt4'f^1if'f4'¥«1<¥>Cf**#« C U S M O T I C S * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
14 TYPE •,' ' 
C C A L L N U T E C b , 5 , - 2 , 2 , ' K E M U r t S K f l S l . l , A P P L , C E N I E R A , M . U_ A I, H,Art H ' 
C 1 , 4 1 ) 
CALL AXt.S(20.0, ' ' iAVLLE!'lGHr ( N.Nt.Tt.R ) ' , I 9 . 0 , 'K tFLKC r Al'Ct t'F.KCh.'^r ' ) 
C CALL tiO J'E (1 4 , 0 , 1 4 . 0 , ' 
. C 1 ' , 4 b J 
C C A L L r j Q T E ( 7 . 0 , - 2 , 2 , ' P R O G R A M " E riY A . H E S H A O A T ' , 2 3 ) 
C A L L M 0 D E ( 4 , . 6 , . 2 6 , 9 9 9 9 . ) 
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CALL MUUt;(b,3.,9999.,9999.) 
CALL no i'r. (0.0,1 6, b,'SPECTRAL RtFLtC r A'.'CK CURVE',2b) 
t^f^ 'C^ 'l'ti XU RKSTUKt THE WRITING PtIN SIZK TG ORItJl.%AL ••»••»•»•••»•••»•• 
;f>fti'«>i<<f* TO Rhsruut: THE WKITIIJG Pt.v sizc lo ORIOINAL ••»»••••»•*••••••• 
CALL M U U t C b , ! , , 9 9 9 9 . , 9 9 9 9 . ) 
CALL M 0 l . J f : C 4 , , 2 , . l i 4 » 9 9 9 9 . ) 
• • • • • • • * • * * * * » UVER • • » • • * » » • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • » • 
CALL M U U K ( 1 0 , F L O A T ( L 5 ) , y 9 9 9 , , 9 9 9 9 . ) 
CALL F O R M ( 1 0 , l , , l , 1 0 . 5 ) 
C CALL F A C r U R C l . ) 
C CALL iiU I t ( 1 0 . 4 , 0 . 0 , ' ' , 1 ) 
lOUU T Y P E * , ' i ' A M E OF YOUR R K S U L T ^ H L E IS T ' . R E S ; " ' 
• i Y P t ; * , ' D D YUU WANT TO PLOT /lORE GKAPHS ( i V N ) ' 
R t : A D ( * , 2 J Y 1 0 
C L 0 S E ( 9 ; 
CLOSECS) 
C L O S t C i ) 
CLOSE(fa) 
C L 0 S E ( 4 ) 
CLUSE(12J 
C L U S E ( l l ) 
CLOSE c n 
C L O S E ( l u J 
l F ( ' n o . h , U . ' Y ' ) G O TO bOl 
CALL i .O i l . .C7 .U, -2 .2 , 'P r tOGKAMMK ri If A . h LSMAOA I ' , 2 i ) 
:^;t****^^* TO FUJH I'HE L A S I PAGE F'lHWARO FUH S t T f K . G » • » • • • • • • • • * • • • • • • • 
X 0 F F S E T = ( 7 . 2 + 1 2 . 9 ) * ( N L U U P + 1 ) 
CALL H 0 D E C 2 , 1 7 , 2 b , 9 9 9 9 . , X l ) F ^ S E ^ ) 
• • • ^ t * * t * 4 * t ) » : : ) < » * * * OVER • • » • • * • » • • * • • • » • • • • • • 
CALL DRAWC0,,0.,1,9000.) 
CALL DRAW(0.,0.,0.,9999,) 
RETURN 
ENU 
C — — M A I N PROGRAM „ 
l = = = = = = = = = = s = = = = = = = r : s = = s = = = = = = = = = = = 3 = = = = = s = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
DIMENSIUN X ( 3 0 0 ) » Y C 3 0 0 ) 
CHAKAC'i'tk rUJMbER*2,A(JS*3 
CUMMON / A l / X , y ,NPOIlMT 
CUMMQIi / n ^ / X w l D E , YHIGH 
CUMtAUH / A i / i K U U V E 
DATA SAME/9999./ 
C 
TKPE*, ' = = = = = ==s==== = = = = = = = = = = = = ss== = = = === = = = ===r = = =: = = = = r=' 
TYPE *,' ==>THIS PKOGKAM IS FOR PLOTTING ONE UR MURL ' 
TYPb •,' THAN ONE CURVES WITH frit SAME PAIR Of" AXES' 
TYPE*,'==================================================' 
C STORE THE NAME OF OUfPUl FILE 
CALL MOUE(0,5,'G,KES',0) 
C SET THE PLOTTING AREA 
TYPE 401 
401 FUKi-IAl'C/' = = >LENGTH OF fME X-AXIS U n divlsionsj ? = ',S) 
4bl ACCEPT 1,NUMBER 
CALL WRUNG I ' ; U M U E R ( N U M B E R , » 4 5 1 , I X ' < I U E ) 
1 F C I X W 1 U E . L T . 4 ) IXWID£s:4 
IFCIX^vlbD.GT,20) IXWIDE=20 
TYPE 331 
331 F U R M A 1 C / ' = = > L E N G T H O F Tilt Y-AXISCln al vis Ions j/ = ', s J 
332 ACCEPT I^HUMBKR 
CALL k.Rij'JG f'Jb,.lBER(rillMHEI<, »332, lYHlGH) 
XrtIDE = lA.vlDL 
YHIGH=iyHiGH 
XUPLIM=12.2b 
YUPLIrt=KHiGH+.2i> 
DFAC'lsl . 
XM0VE=IU.3 
IFCXWIOE.GT.IO.) THEN 
X0PLlM=XWIDE+2.2b 
YUPLIM=iH[GH+2.25 
DFACT=12./YHIGH 
XMOVEslU.J/OFACT 
ENU IF 
! ^ SET READ COUNTER TO ZERO 
NCURVE=0 
J 
CALL FACTOR(DFACT) 
CALL MODE(2,XUPLIM,SAME,SAME) 
CALL H0L)E(3,YUPLIH,SAME,SAME) 
C — S E T THE LENGTH OF THE AXES 
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'I Vi'Kf ,^i^H)K, yilMJII 
CALL IUJuh, r / ,XwIUfc; ,y i l l ( ;H, t»A,^K) 
c . - - • _ - - » , 
T^F£ 201 
2 ACCLF'l l,huS 
CAliL K R U H G A f i S < ^ t : i U A ' / S , * 2 , * 3 ) 
TYHE 2 0 2 
4 a ACCliPl l,uU.'iHfcJK 
CAUL ul(UrUi«_M)Hii t : i<( i ;L). tHhK,»44 ,>'PL''H) 
QU 10 4 
3 Nin.Ul = l 
C— — . » _ - — - A C C E P T <'i( Hf'Ali DATA (OK I l iK CUHVK- , » 
4 DU '.> l s l , > a ' l . U T 
J F U J P l i O T . t U . l ) GUTO 5 
Ti'l'I'J v-, ' aa> hUlKX PUM CUK V F H U . < = = ',i 
5 lyPt; 204 
ACCLPT 1,ANS 
CAli l j uRUNG ANSWER ( A l l s , * 5 , * t ) J 
NCUKVEsNCURVE+l 
CALL READ DATA 
GO TO 7 
6 NCURVEsu 
CALL AcctPT DATA 
C ».» — . -SCAN ALL THE DATA PUilNS_-. 
7 IF(I.LO.l) CALL SCAN(X,Y,-NPUIN1,44U) 
C „ „ «»- —_DKA>' CURVE- -
CALL-DRArt PLOT 
9 C O H T I . J U L 
C WRITE IN THE CORNER 
CALL WRiTE-IN-THE_CURNER-
C — — — — D R A * AXES— ,.— 
CALL AKLS 
C , WRITE TITLE 
CALL WRITE TITLE— 
C -DRAW GRID 
CALL DRAW GRID— 
C , FORMATS 
201 FaRMAX(/'==>DO YOU WANT MOKE THAN UtJE CURVE ?CY/N; = ',S) 
202 FORMATC' ==>G1VE NUMBER OF CURVES =',S) 
2U4 FORnAT('=>D0 YQU WANT TO READ DATA FROM A FILE I Y/'.) = ', S ) 
1 FORMAT(A) 
C — . -END PLOTIIWG 
CALL IJOTE(XMOVE,0.,' ',1) 
CALL URAW(0.,0.,1,9000) 
CALli IIXIT 
IMIII 
.'jUHKciti IJ III- / K : ( : K I > ' J - . _ I J A i A 
CHAKACTH;H*2 NUMBEK 
CUMMOU / A 1 / X , Y , N F 0 I N T 
TYt'K' • , ' = = >NUW PKOCiKAH I S I ' l . I b K A C U V f c . MUUt fO A C C t P ( ' 
TYPE • , ' Tilt; UAIA P O I N T S ' 
TYPt: » , ' 
n p f a : 2 0 1 
1 0 ACCb,Pl k, ((')--IBEH 
CALL k . K U , j G _ _ . U l M i 5 t H ( H l i , U ) t K , * l U , N H 0 1 ( ' r j 
I'YPh * , ' ( U V t DATA P U I N I ' S ect< X - A X i S , S t I 'AH A J t U ' 
T Y P c » , ' Bif CUMMA UH A S l N i j L h b L A N K ' 
ACCEPT » , C X ( J ) , J = 1 , N P 0 I N T ) 
• TYPE *, ' 
TYPE *,' = = > GIVE DATA POINTS tUR Y-AXIS, SEPAKAl'F.U' 
TYPE •,' BY COMMA UK A SINGLt. 15LANK' 
ACCEPT *, (YCJ),J = 1,.NP0INI') 
RETURN 
2U1 FORMATC ==>GIVE NO. OF DATA POINTS. = ' , S ) 
1 FURMAT(A) 
ElJO 
• = = = = = = = = === = = = = = = = = = =: = ==== = = = = = = = =:======== = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
SUBROUTINE READ DATA 
CHARACTER NAME*15,ANS»i 
DIMENSIUW X(300)fY(300) 
COMMOiN /A1/X,Y,N 
CUMrtOn /AJ/NCURVE 
If(NCURVt.EO.l) GO TO 51 
TYPE 411 
411 FORMATC = = >DATA FILE NAME ? IF UAIA IS IN THE SAME ULE'/ 
1' THEN PRESS <KErURr*> ') 
GO TO bit 
51 TYPE 201 
52 ACCEPT 1,NAHE 
CALL ULANh«„NAMECNAME,*b,L,15) 
IFCL.LE.li) GOTO 58 
TYPE*,' WARNING--ILLEGAL FILE r4AME —FILE NAME SHOULD NOl" 
TYPE*,' a£ MOKE THAN 13 CHAHACTER LONG.' 
GO TO 51 
5U IF(NCURVE.EQ.l) GOTO B 
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C L O S E C b ) 
8 Ul'Eh(UNI'r = 8 , F l L t ; = N A n E , S r A T U S = ' U L U ' ) 
5 R t A D C e , * ) N , ( X ( K ) , Y ( K J , K = 1 , N ) 
KtTUKii 
2 0 1 F a K . i A T C = = >G1VE NAME OF DATA FILfc; = ' , S ) 
1 FCr<.^AT(A) 
i=====================ss===========s;==============================: 
SUbaOUTiNL' DRAW PLUT 
l = = = = =: = £ = = = = = = = = = s s = 3 s : s a s = = = s = = = = = = = = = = = = s = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = : 
UXMENSIOU X ( 3 0 0 ) » 5 f ( i U 0 ) 
CHAMACTt.K NUMDeH*2,AiJ31'J 
CUMMOiJ / A l / X , Y , H f U I r n ' 
DATA S A M E / 9 9 9 9 , / 
9 9 9 9 TYPE * , ' " = = >CURVe CAN BE DRAWN BY F U L I L O A I N G TYPES UF ' 
TYPE • , ' LINES AND SYMBOLS,' 
TYPE * , ' = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = r = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
TJ-PK • , ' ! ) IJY CUf'TlMJUS L I N E ' 
TYPc, * , ' 2 ) BY DUrXEU L I N E ' 
TYPr, * , ' 3 ) JY fHE FuLLn.UNG SYHi^ULS' 
TYHc * , ' 
TYPE *,'SrAk HEXAGON IRlANoLE CIHCLE' 
TYPE *,'SUUAR CUIJki SIDE PARALLEL 10 X-AXIS)' 
TYPE •,'SOUAR (ONE LIAGO.NAL PARALLEL TO X-AXlS;' 
TYPE *,' C») ASTRISK(») (+)' 
TYPE *,'4) bY A COrtblNATlO.4 UF A U N E (, A SYMBOL' 
TYPE *,'===s============s====s========s===================: 
TYPt 201 
4 ACCEPT i,ANS 
CALL WRONG ANsWER(ANS,*4,»b) 
ASSIGN 999 TO jliACK 
GO fO 20 
5 TiPE 202 
ACCEPT 1,ANS 
CALL WRONG ANSWER(ANS,*5,*7) 
ASSIGW 99 TO IBACK 
CALL PATTERN NUMBERCALMABKJ 
GU TO lb 
7 CALL SHOW SYMBOL 
8 TYPE 20J 
ACCEPT 1,ANS 
CALL WRONG«^ANSWER(ANS,*8,*9) 
GU 10 16 
9 TYPE 204 
ACCEPT 1,ANS 
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CALL, WRUNG ANsWEKCAN3 , *9 , • 1 l) 
ASSIGN yyy TO IBACK 
GU TO 17 
11 TYPE 20b 
ACCtPX 1,AUG 
CALL WRONG ANSWER(ANS,*U ,*ii) 
ASSJGu 99 Tf) IOACA 
CALL PATTfiRM tjUMUER ( ALMABK ) 
GU TO la 
TYPt; • , ' ==>PLEASE CHUOSt: A CURVE PATIERJ i ' 
GU ro 9999 
lb CALL nauE(ll),ALMAllK,SA.1E,SAMt) 
GU TU 2U 
l b TYPE iJOfa 
ACCEPT 8 1 , NUMBER 
CALL WRUNG NUMBERCNUMUEK,»16,.*J) 
ASSXGU 999 TO KOUNT 
ASSIG- 102 TO JU/IP 
GO TO 19 
17 ASSIG.«I 20 TO KoUNT 
ASSIGH 102 TU JUMP 
CALL SHUW SYMBOL 
TYPE 20o 
5b ACCEPT ol,NUMBER 
CALL l<HunG rlUMriERC fiUMOER , *bb , fO 
GO ro 19 
Iti ASSIGN 20 TU KOUMT 
ASSIGN 101 TO JUMP 
CALL SHOW SYMBOL 
TYPE 20O 
6b ACCEPT Hi, NUMBER 
•CALL .-iRUf)G-..f*UMt3ER(NU'1HER,»<jo,N) 
19 CALL IIOTE(X,Y,N,-NPUItrfJ 
GO TO JUMP 
101 CALL nODEClU,ALMABK,SAME,SA.Mt) 
102 GO TO KOUNT 
20 TYPE 207 
ACCEPT*, iDOT 
IFCIDUT.LT.l.OR.IUOT.GT.B) 1P0T=1 
ITYP£=440+IDOT 
CALL DRAW(X,Y,NP0INT,1TYPE) 
GO TO IOACK 
99 CALL HOUECIO,-!.,SAME,SAME) 
999 TYPE 401 
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4 0 1 FURMATC = = > I F YOU WANT TO wPITE bUMtXHlNG AI fill-J b u U ' / 
1 ' Of THE CURVE ? ( Y / h ) = ' , $ ) 
ACCEPT 1,ANS 
CALl, •.Kii'iw-.AiJ.sWEfUAN.';, »y4W,*<)i /qH) 
CAbL wt<l lh_Al '_THt;„EMJ»UK-CUKVfc, . 
9 y y b Kt,rui<i. 
2 0 1 FOKMATC = = >DJ YOU WANT CUNTifiUUS LLIHi UNLY ? l Y / u ) = ' , $ ) 
2 0 2 e ' U K H A i C = = >Du YUU -AUT U U l f t U blUfc. UiiLY ? ( Y / f O = ' , S J 
2 0 3 FUKMATC = = >0U YOU wAI(T ANY OK frtt. AbUVfc SiMUObS OUbi i i/•i ) = ' , $) 
2 0 4 F Q R n A l C = = >DU YOU A A . / T COUTiriOUS LINE / i lTH ANY SYhriUU A l ' 
1 / ' THE DATA POINTiJ ? ( Y / N ) = ' , S ) 
2 o b FOKMATC = = >D0 YOU wANf DOTTED L l ' J t wITH ANY SX/^80L A f 
1 / ' ' THE DATA POINTS ? ( Y / N ) = ' / S ) 
20t> FOKMATC = = >GIVE SYMBLE NUMBER = ' , S ) 
2 0 7 FOKMATC ==>THICKNESS OF THE CURVh, , I N D O . 5 ( 1 - 8 U O T ; ? = ' , $ ) 
1 F O R M A T C A ) 
8 1 F0KMAT(A2; 
Ef^D 
l = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = r = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
SUBROUTINE AKES 
!=============================s======s=:================================ 
BYTE XLABbEC75),YLA8LE(7b) 
TYPE*,'====================================' 
TYPE *,' ==>GIVE LABLE FOR THE AXES.' 
TYPE*,*==================================' 
4 TYPE 201 
ACCEPT 1,CXLABLE(I)f1=1/75) 
CALL DLANK LINE CXLABLE, »4 , LEiU , 7'j ) 
5 TYPE 202 
ACCEPT 1 , ( Y L A B L f c l C I ) , l = l , 7 b j 
CALL B L A N K . , L l N C C Y L A B L e , * 5 , L E N Y , 7 b ) 
TYPE*,' GIVE flO. OF DECIMAL HOliMS UPTO xHlCH A..NO 1'A11U,.' 
TYPE*,' IS DESIRED Al THE AXES' 
403 TYPE 401 
401 FOKMATC = = >AT THE X-AXIS = ',S) 
ACCEPT*,Ml 
IFCNl .EO.O.OR.Nl.EU.l .OK.Nl ,tJ,2.UH,Nl.r;0. J.OK.ul ,EJ.4)UU1U An'i 
TYPE*,' GIVE NUMERIC NO,, IT SHOULD BE .Lt. 4' 
GO TO 403 
404 TYPE 402 
402 FORMATC' ==>AT THE Y-AXIS = ',$) 
ACCEPT*, N2 
IFCN2.EQ.0.0R.N2,EQ.l,DH.N2.t0.2.OH.N2.E0.i.OH,,U.LJ.4)GUU) 4b1 
-^YPE*,' GIVE NUMERIC NO., IT SHOULD BE .LE. 4' 
TO 404 
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4 5 1 A1=1J2 /1U. 
A 2 = N 2 / l u . 
CALL AXl:;S(Lli;NX + Al,XLAbLn;,LENy tA2, KLABLh) 
RETURfv 
2U1 FUKMATC XLAbLt; s',S) 
202 FOKMATC YLABLE =',S) 
1 FOHriA'KTbAl) 
EhU 
•=========r,=========s=a==============s================================= 
SUUKOUl'iut; WHITE—TITLK™« 
CHARACThK NUMBEH*2,ANS*3 
HVTE T i T l i E ( 7 5 ) 
COMMON /A2/XWIDE,YH1GH 
DATA S A / - 1 E / 9 9 9 9 , / 
4 TYPE 2 0 1 
ACCEPT 1,ANS 
- CALL WRUNiJ ANSWEKCANS,*4 ,»999) 
44 TYPE 2 0 2 
ACCEPT l,fJUMBER 
CALL UHUUQ NUM»EHl(JUMbEK,»44,L) 
I F C L . L T . l ) L = l 
I F C L . G T . I O ) L=lO 
CALL M U D E t 4 , , 1 5 , , l , S A M E ) 
CALL M 0 U E ( 6 , 1 , , S A M E , S A M E ) 
DO 9 L1IME = 1 , L 
I F C L . E U . U GOTO 5 
T Y P E * , ' = = s = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
TYPE *,' ==> GIVE TITLE, FOR LINE',LINE 
TYPE*, '== = === = ====== = = = = = = === = = === = = = = = = = = = 
5 TYPE 20J 
21 ACCEfT 2,CTirLE(l)»l=l»7b) 
CALL BLANK H f j E C T I T t . K , t b , fiCliAR ,1b) 
XCUKU=CCCAWlUE- .2J /2 . ) - ( . 1 • «• LUAJ C'.CHAtO 
YCUi<D = Y H I G h - ( , 5 » F L 0 A T C L l . ' < E ) ) + . l b 
XCUKU=0.3 
YCOUO = - l , 2 5 - ( . 5 * F L U A T ( L l t J E n 
YCQt!U = - , 7 
CALL NOTE(XCORD,YCOKD,TI'iLE,NCHAR) 
9 CONTI.WJE 
9 9 9 RETUKi^ i 
} ) + . ! 
1 FORMATCA) 
2 FORMATObAl) 
201 FOHMATC =a>DO YOU WANT TO WRITE ANY TITLE ON THE PLO1'C Y/N) =' , $ ) 
202 FORMATC = = >IN HOW MANY LINES ? =',S) 
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20J F U K M A T C =s>TlTLfc; =',$) 
END 
SUBROUTINE DRAW GRID 
CHARACTER ANS»3, AX1S»1 ,r)UM*2 
DIMfcHolUf* XLUG(90) 
COM.lOiJ / A 2 / X r t l D t , Y H I G H 
OAIA i 5 A M E / 9 9 9 9 , / 
lXrtiUE=XwIDE 
lYitlGlisl^HXGri 
CMbl, nE--iPENl2) 
CAia, F U R . i ( l , X . a t > E , 1 , YhKiHJ 
CAUi, f;E..pf.f. C D 
Du ^b 1 = 1 , 1 0 
25 X L O G ( l ) = A L O G 1 0 ( F L u A r c I ) ) 
DU 1 = 1 , 9 
XLUG(1)=XL,0G(I + 1 ) - X L 0 G ( 1 ) 
ErtD DO 
Du 1 = 1 0 , 9 0 
X L Q G ( l ) = X L 0 G ( I - 9 ) 
END DO 
4 TYPE 2 0 1 
ACCEPT 1 ,ANS 
CALL, WRUNG A N S W E R ( A f l S , * 4 , » 9 9 9 ) 
CALL PATTERfi,»NUMUEKCALMABK) 
CALo ;iODE(10,ALMAiiK,SAME,SAME) 
T Y P E * , ' = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = s = = = = = = = = 
TKPE*,' TYPE OE GRID CODE NO, 
TYPE*,'========================================= 
TYPE*,' SIMPLE GRID 1 
TYPE*,' LOG GRID 2 
TYPE*,' SEMI-LOG GRID i 
TYPE*,' = 8 = =: === = = = = ===== = = = = = = = = = = = = = ==== = = = = === = 
TYPE 2 0 2 
12 ACCEPT l,iJUM 
CALL rtRUlJG„.NUMBER(fJUM,*12,ftC0DE) 
I F ( H C U D E , G T . i J TriEN 
T Y P E * , ' - - W A R N I N G GIVE CORRECT CODE NUMBEER.' 
GO TU 12 
ELSE 
GO TU ( 7 , « , 9 ) , N C U D E 
EUO IS' 
7 CALL E 0 R M ( I X W I D E , 1 . , I Y H I G H , 1 . ) 
GU TU 9 9 9 
8 CALL KJRM(1000 + 9*1XWI()E,XLOG, l ( ) 0 0 + 9 * l Y l l l c i l l , X L U G ) 
10 
11 
999 
2ul 
2ui 
1 
GO TU 999 
TYPE 203 
ACChPX l,AXiS 
I F C A X I S . K U . ' X ' ) GOTO 10 
I F C A X I S . I C U . ' Y ' ) GOru U 
GU UJ 9 
CAljIi M)HM(lU00 + '»1'lX'ai>b ,XLl)( . , iYi lU;M, 1 . ) 
Gu TU yy9 
CAl'l' I'OKMClXWiDk;, 1 , , lUOU + 9* IYH1GM,XM)G) 
RfciTUKlJ 
FURiiATC = = >D0 YOU .(AUT TU UHA"- GKIi) ? CY/.-^j) = ' , S J 
FUKMATC = = > G l V t CODE UO, = ' , S ) 
FUKilATC = = >wmCH AXIS IS l iOG-AXlS ? ( X / Y ) = ' , S ; 
t ' U K t U T U ) 
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SUtjRUUTiNE BLIANK L I ' l t C T t X T , » , l,ENi..T M , (.CM AR ) 
9 9 9 
bYTE T K X T ( N C H A R ) 
DU 4 i=[ iCHAf<, I , - 1 
It ClEXl-iD.EO.' ') GOrO 4 
LEiiGTH = i 
GU TO 99 9 
RETURN 1 
RETURN 
END 
l============================================r========================= 
SUbRCUTlNE WRONG ANSWERCANS,»,») 
1 = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = - = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = ^ = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
CHARACTER AUS+S 
IFCANS.bU.'Y '.OR.ANS.EO.'YE ',0R.ANS.EU.'YES') GUlU 99 
IFCANS.to.'IJ '.OK.ANS.EO.'UO ') 1.0 lU 999 
TYPE *,' —WARNING GIVE CORRECT AN5.<ER PLEASE' 
RETURN 1 
99 RETURN 
999 KETURi. 2 
1 = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = === = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = === = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
SUBROUTINE WRUNG NUMBERCTEXT,•,N) 
•====================================================================== 
CHARACTER T£XT*2 , A H 10) •! 
DATA Al/'0','l','2','3','4','5','t)','7','8','9'/ 
DU 1=2,10 
I F C T E X T C U . E O . A K D ) GOTO 4 
END DO 
184 
12 
13 
GO TO S 
i r c r t .x rcu : ) . t : ( j . ' ') Guru 12 
Du J = 1 , 1 0 
1 F ( T E X T ( 2 : ) . E 0 , A 1 ( J ) J GO'IU 6 
fcJNU DU 
TlfPE • , ' — WARNING GIVE NON-ZEKU NUMERIC NUHHER' 
KETURtJ 1 
N = C 1 - U * 1 0 + J - 1 
GU TU I J 
N = I - 1 
RETURl/ 
END 
402 
401 
4U7 
403 
409 
TEXT 1 
TEXT 2 
TEXT 1 
TEXT 2 
liJ (4 J 
TEXT 1 
'1 C A f 2 
TEXT 1 
fEXr 2 
I SUbROUTlNE WRITE-IN.THE.CURNER, 
!= = = = = = = = = = =: = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = a = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = r = = = = = = = = = = = r = = ;r = = : 
SUBROUTINE WRITE-IN_THE-.CORNER, 
CliAKACTER AtJS*3,NCOR*2 
BYTt, TEXT C 2b) 
COMMON /A2/XWI0E,i:HIGil 
TYPE*,' 
TYPE*, ' 
TYPE*, ' 
TYfc>E*,' 
TYPE*,' 
TYPE*,' 
TYPE*,' 
TYPE*,' 
TYPE*,' 
TYPE*,' 
TYPE 401 
FUR,-lATC' ==>WANT TO WRITL IN AMY Uh THE ABOVE CORNER? C Y / r. ) = ', S) 
ACCEPT 1, ANS 
CALL viRUMG ANSWER ( ANS, * 4 0 2 , * 9 9 9 ) 
TYPE 403 
FORMAT(' ==>CORNER NO. PLEASE ? =',S) 
ACCEPT 1, NCOR 
CALL WRONG NUMBER(NCOR,*407,N) 
IECN.GT.4) THEN 
TYPE*,' 5=>GIVE CORRECT CORNER NO,,PLEASE* 
GO TO 409 
END IE 
GO TU(5,10,15,20),N 
X1 = .S 
IIJ J [2J 
1. 
1' 
I ' 
1 » 
« 
I » 
I ' 
I » 
GO TO 350 
10 Xl=XWIDli-2.5 
yi=(YMIGH/4.)+,5 
GU TO 350 
15 Xl=.8 
Yl = 'iHlGH-,ii 
GU TO 3 50 
20 Xl=XWIDfc,-2.5 
' Yl=YHlGH-.75 
350 TYfL 404 
404 FUHMATC ==>N0. OF LINES ? = ',S) 
ACCfc.PT 1,UC0R 
CALL. UKONG NUMtifc^ K ( N C O R , *350 , ..'LJ 
IF(NL.GT.IO) NL=10 
UU JO 1 = 1,i^ L 
408 TYPh 405,1 
405 FUrtMATC ==>TEXT FOH LINE ' , 1 1 , ' = ',$) 
ACCLPX 2, (TEXTCJ),J=1,25) 
CALL BLANK LINE(TEXT,+408,NCHAK,25) 
CALL NOTE(Xl,Yl,TEXT,NCHAR) 
Yl=Yl-.2 
30 CONTINUE 
999 Rt/TURN 
1 FUKMAT(A) 
2 F0RMAT(20A1) 
EMU 
J SUBROUTINE WRITE AT THE END OF THE CURVE 
i========= === ==s====s = s=== = ====== = ===:=====: = s====r = === = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
SUBROUTINE WRlTE_Ar_THe»END_OF«CUHVt. 
dYft TEXT(15) 
16 TYPE 10 
10 FORMATC = = >GIVE TEXT FOR THE END OF CURVE = ',$) 
ACCEPT 1,(TEXT(1),1=1,15) 
1 FURiMATdSAl) 
CALL BLANK LI Nc ( Tf.X f , •! b , NCH AR , 1 5 ) 
CALL viriERE(XNOw,YNO^,Z) 
CALL n O T b , t X ' I U « , Y'JUrt, f E X r , N C H A i O 
KErUR. . 
END 
SUBROUTINE SHU« SYMBOL-
SUBROUTINE SHOW SYMBOL 
TYPE*,'=s===s=s======sss=s=s=ss=s====ss===: 
186 
TYPt; *,'STAK 14' 
T'iPK •,'Hh;XAGON lb' 
TYPt; »,'TiUAfJGLE iV 
TYPL- •,'CIRCLE IB' 
TYPt •,'aUUAIUONfc; JJlUk; I'AKALLLL lU A-A A lb J----1 >^  ' 
TYPE •, 'SOUAHCONK DIAGONAL HAHALLLL TU X-AXlS-20' 
TYPb •,' (») ib' 
TYPE *,'ASTIUSKC*) 12' 
TYPE •,' ( + ) 43' 
TYPh*,'s=s====3S=========a========================: 
RETUKII 
ENU 
SUBKOUTINE PATTERN NUMBER 
:sss3S = ass = = s: = s = ss = = s = = = = = = = = = s = = = = = = =: = = = = = = = : 
SUBROUTINE PATTERN._NUMaER(AL.UBKJ 
CHARACTER»2 PTN 
DlMENSIU.J LMA0K(6) 
DATA L M A b K / " 0 5 2 5 2 5 , " 0 3 1 4 6 3 / " 0 2 2 3 7 7 , " 0 1 4 J 7 7 , " 0 1 0 4 2 1 , " 0 U 7 
T Y P E * , ' = = >CHOOJJE THE PAlTEKt. Oe H ' l t f i i t K E " y " SUU.-b A 
T Y P E * , ' AdSE'lCE OF DOT & " 1 " SriO"S A P K E S E . J C K UK DtiT 
T Y P E * , ' = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
T Y P E * , ' P A I ' T E R I J r*u. o u r P A I T K K W 
TYPE*,'=======s===========s====================s======= 
117/ 
TYPE*,' 
TYPE*,' 
TYPE*,' 
TYPE*,' 
TYPE*,' 
TYPE*,' 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
0 1 0 1 0 10 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 U 1 
OOllOOllUOUOOll 
ooiooiooniiiiii 
UOUllOOOllUllU 
UOvlOOOlOOOlOOOl 
0000111100001111 
5 
401 
TYPE*,'======================r======================== 
TYPE 401 
FURMATC = = > P A T T E R N N U . ?',$) 
ACCEPT l,PTn 
CALL WRUNG NUMBER(PTri,*5,N) 
IECW.LT,1.0R.N,GT.6) THEN 
T Y P L * , ' --wARtJlNG--GIVE CURRECf CHOICE ' 
GO TO 5 
END IF 
A L M A B K = F L U A T ( L M A 6 K ( : J ) ) 
RETURN 
FORMAtCA) 
END 
SUBROUTINE BLANK NAME(TEXT,*,LENGTH,NCHAR) 
9y9 
CHARACTER TtXTflS 
DO 4 1 = NC11AR,1,-1 
li: CTEXTU'.D.iiQ.' 
lit.'lGrH=I 
GO TO 99 9 
cutai. iut 
RtruMu 1 
R L T U R H 
EtiD 
187 
) GUfO 4 
PROGRAMME R A T I O 
14<t 4<**4<4''f t t * * ^ * * i H l T l A L i l Z A T l U W S t C U O N • • • • • » • • • » • • • » • » • • » • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • » t • • • • t t • • • • • t • i n t r l A l j I Z A T l U i i J j K C r i i K , • » • » • • • • • » » » • • • » » • » • • • • » • • • » • • • 
KKAL LA/1 
D l M h N S l i ) I DA J ( 3 0 ) , LAM ( J (J J , iJAf.lU b ) , H A I 1 U t 36 ) 
CfiAKACTtl-i U I 3 J E C T * 3 0 , B L U E * 5 , G K £ E i 4 « b , k E U » 5 , B A N D 4 » 5 , B A M > b * b , B A J D 7 * 5 
i , T l ' l L E * 5 0 
O U U t : = ' B L U E ' 
G K E E N S ' G R E E N ' 
RKi;='KEU' 
t)AiJI)4='bAND4' 
HAr)f)5='8ANDb' 
tJAiiu7 = ' B A N D 7 ' 
* • • • • * • • * * • * » • * * ( j f i L I N E I N P U T S E C T I O N • • • » • • • • • » • * • • » • • » • • • • * • • » • • • • • • • 
• * * * > r * * » * » * * * * * * U H L I N E I I M P U T S E C T l O f j » » • • • • • • • » * » ; • » * • • » • » • » • • • * • • * » • • » 
Du l = I , 2 o 
EWD DU 
TYPE*,'***•*••**•••••••*•«•••»»•••••»*•••»»•••••••»•»•» ' 
TYPE*,'THIS PROGRAMME COMPUTES RAHuS MATCHING T^'^DATA ' 
TYPE*, ' , ' 
T Y P E * , ' + + + + t + + + + + + + t + + + + * + + + + + + + + + + + + + + -f + + + + -» + i- + + + + + + + ' 
T Y P E 1 0 2 
102 FURMATC liO><; MANY SET OF DATA DO YOU HAVE ? ',$) 
READ(»,•)SET 
TYPE*, ' ' 
TYPE*,'•**********••*•*•*••***•»•••*•*•»*•••»•••»••»*•• ' 
TYPE*,'IK YOU LIKE TO WRITE A TITLE ON THE TOP OF YOUK I^ LSULl'' 
TYPE*,'-FILE TYPE THE TITLE Imax, bO char & space ) ' 
HEAD(*,2)T1TLE 
r Y P E * , ' + + + + t + + + ++ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + t + + * + *+ + + + + + + + -t + + + + + + + + + + *+ ' 
T Y P E * , ' ' 
IS = 1 
100 TYPE 101,15 
lUl FORMATC ' HOW MANY READINGS IN SET :',I2,' =? ',S) 
READ(*,*)M 
TYPE*, ' — ' 
TYPE*,'+++++++++++f++++++++++t•+++•••++++••t+4+t++++++ ' 
TYPE lOi 
103 FORMATC ./HAT IS THE NAME OF THE OBJECT ? ',S) 
READ(*,2)aHJECT 
TYPE*, ' — --- ' 
FORMATI A J 
TYPE*,'**•****»***********•••*»*••»••*••**•*•••••*••»*• ' 
TYPE 104 
104 FORMATC FEED THE VALUES FOR WAVELENGTH & RELATIVE REFLECTANCE 
R f c : A U ( * , * j C L A M ( I ) , D A T ( I ) , I = l , f O 1 8 9 
I ' i 'Ph* , ' — - - . . . - - - - - - • 
T Y P E * , ' » • * • • • * • * • • • • * * * • * • • * • ' • • • • • » • » * • • • • • » • « • * • • • • • • • ' 
• • • » • • • • » • • • • • * » UrtTA-BANU ASSlGNMEin SLCTIUN • • • • • * » • » • » » • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • * ; » ^ • • • • • * * » * » » DATA-BAND ASSIGNMEf)! S tC 'UO; . » • • » • » • • * • » » • • » • » • • » * • • • » 
rvUJ = 0 , 0 
, rtAiJ2 = 0 . 0 
f K l = 0 . 0 
BAIJJ = 0 . 0 
r U K = 0 . 0 
I J A N 4 = O , U 
F lV = ( ) .o 
BAiJ5 = 0 . 0 
riAN7=0,0 
DlJ 1 = 1,H 
H - ' U J A ' U D . L T . 0 . 4 . O k . LANCU . 0 1 . U . i ) G O 10 20 
ONEsONt+ l 
a A N i = B A ( a + UAl ( I ) 
I F ( L A H ( 1 ) , L T . O.b . O K . I .AM( I ) . G T , 0 . b ) G U ru 21 
T(^OsTWU+l 
BAN2=BAN2+DAT(1) 
I F ( L A M C I ) . L E , 0 . 6 . O K . L A M ( I ) . G T . 0 , 7 ) G U TO 22 
T R I = T R I + 1 
BAN3 = BArJ3 + DAl ( I ) 
I f CLAKl( I ) . L T . 0 . 8 .OR. L .A ' \ ( l ) . G T . U . 9 ) G 0 10 23 
FURsFUR+l 
B A N 4 = B A N 4 t D A T ( I ) 
I F l u A M ( I ) . L T , 1.5 .OR, L A M ( l ) , G T , l. H ) G U TO 24 
F I V = F I V + 1 
8ANS = DAIi5 + 0 A r ( I ) 
I F t b A M C I ) . L T . 2 . 0 . O R , L A H C l ) . G T , 2 , 4 ) G U TO 2b 
SVN=SVN+1 
B A N 7 3 B A N 7 + 0 A T ( I ) 
B A N 9 S 0 . U 
20 
21 
2 2 
23 
24 
25 
END DO 
PHINT•,BA^a,BAN2,BAfJ3,BA^4,BA(^b,8AN7 
PRINT*,ONE,T*U,TR1,FUR,FIV,SVN 
:tf:ti^.^^^:^:ft^***t** CALCULATION SECTION »•*•»••»»*»••»»••*••*•»•*••••••»•• 
f^ ttl'^ ^^ f «4^ V^ 4:«4:4^ 'l'* CALCULATION StCllUN ••»»»••*»•»•••••••••»••••••••••••• 
DO 1=1,6 
BAUD U ) =0,0 
END DO 
II l l ' M K . N h . O . i J ) l i « t i ' U I j B D r t i U / o i < « 
II ( r w i i , ( i i ' : . o , o ) i i f l n . i { 1 • i ) * n o ( t ; / i wt> 
1 r i n i , i i i i , u , t ) j i i «» i i . i i j*^)« i ' r t i i< /« r I 
I ' ( f Mr , n P t t » , ( ) ) t t « i i ' U I» } J * i i < u > » / f o r 
II' II i V . M l f l . O . O J l ' n n . H l < ' J ) « i » ' M i t ) / f IV 
II l . > V i J , u l ' , , o , 0 ) o o ( i - ) l i o ) « i > > » i W / i i v n 
u n 1 = 1 , 0 
IJJ J = l , b 
I F C B A M U U ) . N E . . 0 . O ) i.iF.N 
K A H U ( K ) = l 3 A ( . U H ) / b A ' J U ( J ) 
K = K + l 
N (J = f; N + 1 
E L S E 
END I f 
Ki^D DO 
END DO 
c CALL C a R R ( R A T 1 0 , r , N N ) 
*;4c***»***:ji*)»;^ ;:(:f :»;^; OUTPUT SECTION ************************************** 
***************** OUTPUT SECTIOtJ ************************************** 
OPEN ( UN IT = 5, FILES'RATIO. RES',STATUS = 'If E«') 
H = H + 1 
iFCH,LE.l)wKITE(J>,9)TITLb 
9 F O R M A T ( 3 0 X , A b O ) 
I F C H . L E . n v , r U T E C 5 , 8 ) 
9 F O R M A T t 2 5 X , 6 0 ( ' + ' ) ) 
DO 1=1,2 
WKITECSf10) 
10 FURMAT(/) 
END DO 
W R I T E ( 5 , 1 U 0 B J E C T 
11 F0RMAT(20X,'IH COMPETEABLE RATIOS FOR ',2X,J0A} 
WRITE(5,l/i) 
12 F0RMAT(5X,85('=')) 
WRITE(5,li) 
U FORMATIIOX,'REFLECTANCE',2X,'RATIO 1/.)', 2X ,'RATIO 2/N', i!X ,'KA JIO 
1 3/N',2X,'RATIO 4/N', 2X ,'RATIO b/N', 2X ,'RATIO 7/f(') 
DO 1=1,6 
IFCI,E0.1Jv*RITE(!j,l'UBLUE,RATI0(I),RAriOClt6),KAriO(l + l2),HAUU 
K i t 18), RATIO (1 + 24), RATIO (1 + 30) 
IF(I.EQ.2)wRITEC5,14)GKEE(l,RATlO(I),RAriO(l + b),RAno(l+12) ,HAT1U 
l(I+18),HATlO(I + 24),RATIOU + 30) 
XF(I,E'J.J)lNRITE(5,14)REU,HAT10(l),RATiU(I+b),RATIOtl + 12),RA110 
1(1+18),RATIO(I+24),RAT10(I+30) 
191 
IH ( l . i : t J . 4 ) . " l < I T E ( b , 1 4 ) B A N U 4 , K A r i U ( l ) , K A T l U ( I - » - f a ) , R A T 1 0 ( l + 1 2 ) , K A l l U 
i C I + 1 8 ) , R A l l U ( I + 2 4 ) , R A H O C l + i O ) 
I f ( l . L O . b J W i a T E ( 5 , 1 4 ) B A N U b , K A r i U { i ) , H A n U ( l * t ) ) , l < A J J l t H I * 1 2 J , K A J i n 
U 1 + 1 8 ) , R A T 1 U ( 1 + 2 4 ) , R A T I O ( 1 + 3 0 ) 
l F ( I , f c ; 0 . d ) w K T T E ( 5 , 1 4 ) B A N D 7 , R A T l U ( l ) , K M l U ( I + b ) , RA f lU 11 + 1/>) , i-AT J (> 
U U I H ) , R A l l u ( l + 2 4 ) , K A T J l U C l + J g ) 
l * i - • U U M A T C 1 2 X , ^ 5 , 5 X , ( 6 C F 8 , 2 , 3 X ) ) ) 
E,JU DO 
• * » • • • • • • • * • • • • • • c u i r r i N u u r i O N S E C i ' i o ^ • • » • • • • » • • • • • » » • • » • • • • • • » • • • • • • • 
• * * * * * » + * * * » * * * * ^ ! Cij".Tl.''JOUTIOi^< SECi'IO.'j » • * • • • • • • • » » » • * * » • * * • • » » * • • • * • * » 
l Y F K * , ' P R t ; 5 i ) <Rh;T> TO CUNfii^Ut: J ' 
K U A u C * , * ) 
I S = J S + l 
I f ( i S . L f c , . JET ) rilE'M 
DU 1 = 1 , 2 0 
EiiD DU 
GU fij 1 0 0 
ELSE 
Cbusn:c5 ) 
EMI) I F 
SlUP 
Ei'O 
I//////////\/\/\/\/\/\/\/S/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/'\/\/\/\S\\\S\\ 
l//////////\/\/\/\/\/S/\/\/S/\/N/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/S/\/\/\/\/\/\/S/\\\\\V\\ 
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